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From the Editor
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the 9th iteration of Duke East Asia Nexus’ journal! To
old friends of DEAN, We are so excited for our return after a brief hiatus last year. We hope our
bold new design conveys our journey of connecting and reconnecting with the Duke community
(and beyond!) that is passionate about East Asia issues. To new friends, we are one of the fewperhaps even only-student-run, peer-reviewed undergraduate academic publication on East
Asian issues. We can’t wait for you to meet the writers and thinkers we have gathered within
these pages.
A little more about DEAN’s history so far. DEAN began in 2007 as a student organization
centered around an interest in East Asia. We published our first journal in 2009, curating
essays that span politics, history, and sociology from the Duke Community. These themes
have expanded considerably, with the current issue featuring essays on religion, film, literature
and more. It is amazing to see the ever-growing collection of ideas that fall behind the title East
Asia.
Another way we have continued to invigorate our work was collaborating with writers of diverse
backgrounds. While DEAN is predominantly an undergraduate journal, a few essays were
adapted from master students’ thesis and are an example of how one can push the boundaries
of scholarship and knowledge through the lens of East Asia affairs. We also published essays
from undergraduate peers in Northwestern and University of Pennsylvania who participated
in the Duke-UNC China Leadership Summit, a conference that attracts international scholars
and speakers that DEAN helps facilitate each year. And we’ve ventured even further-with Duke
Kunshan University welcoming its inaugural undergraduate class in 2018-2019, DEAN has
collaborated with our peers across the Pacific and created DEAN-Asia, a chapter at DKU and
also the first student organization on the campus. This year’s journal was made even better by
the unique addition of submissions from our DKU friends.
Our work this year would not have been possible without the writers that have contributed
essays that brought back the journal with the familiar spirit of interdiscipline inquiry. Special
thanks must be reserved for our board of faculty advisors, particularly Dr. Leo Ching who
have helped steer us in both publications and growth as an organization. This journal is a
culmination of the work of all DEAN members and editors, who have helped bring about the
encouraging number of submissions we have had and must have reviewed upwards of 66,000
words worth of essays. I would also be remiss if I did not thank our acting presidents, Cecilia
Wu and William Chang, as well as the hard work of all officers for a splendid year.
I am confident that you will find a piece that you love in this journal, ranging from dissections
about Buddhism uses allegories to convey guidelines on sexuality, the relationship between
irony and queer expression in Asian American literature, and why the Bento is a strong symbol
of Japanese nostalgia. Let us know what you think at one of our events throughout the year, or
share with us the ideas that “East Asia” inspires within you by submitting to us.
Until next time!
CINDY WANG
Editor-in-Chief, Duke East Asia Nexus 2018-2019

Trinity ‘21, Public Policy and Statistics
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MIDDLE SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
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I. Introduction
The recent rise of Chinese nationalism on both state and popular levels has alarmed many
foreign observers. As the Chinese government begins to adopt a more “muscular” foreign policy
approach and public sentiments increasingly fuel the state’s assertive stances, many are worried
“whether a virulent nationalism has emerged to drive China’s foreign policy in a more irrational and inflexible direction and make China’s rise anything but peaceful” (Zhao, 2013). Popular
nationalism in China is attributable to a number of sources, including cultural roots, historical
legacy, family upbringing and reaction to current affairs, but state-led propaganda and “patriotic education”（爱国主义教育）campaigns are important pieces of the picture.
In 1994, the Central Propaganda Department published “The Outline for Conducting Patriotic
Education,” seeking to reestablish regime legitimacy and redirect anger towards foreigners after
the Tiananmen Incident (Callahan, 2006). The Outline detailed the principles and approaches
of an all-encompassing patriotic education campaign in China through not only all levels of
schools from kindergartens to universities, but also neighborhoods, museums, monuments,
tourist attractions, media and films (Xinhua, 1994). In comparison to the communist propaganda during Mao’s time, the patriotic education campaign since the 1990s has been remarkably
pragmatic and systematically executed (Zhao, 1998).
This paper seeks to provide a nuanced analysis of China’s patriotic education campaign, with
special attention to the distinction between patriotism (爱国主义) and nationalism (民族主义):
it is one thing, for example, to love and be proud of China, but quite another thing to transform
that into hostility towards Japan and the United States. I conduct the analysis through the lens
of Chinese middle school textbooks that are used nationwide: what are these textbooks teaching under the name of “patriotic education”, and how are they conveying the messages?

II. Methodology and Hypothesis
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To provide background for the research, I first review the literature that explores the distinction
between patriotism and nationalism. Building on the approach from previous studies, I define
the categorization of patriotism and nationalism used in this paper. Then, I examine 17 Chinese
middle school textbooks (Grade 7 to 9) published by People’s Education Press, the uniform version of textbooks most widely used across the nation. I look at three specific subjects that tend
to be ideologically charged – Chinese (中文), Ethics & Politics (思想政治) and History (历史) – to
identify patterns of patriotic and nationalistic elements in the textbooks.
The hypothesis of this paper is that under the guidelines of the patriotic education campaign,
Chinese middle school textbooks teach a substantial amount of both patriotism and nationalism. When the messaging of nationalism occurs, it is very heavily centered on the teaching of
China’s modern history as the “Century of Humiliation.” On the other hand, when the narrative
moves into contemporary affairs, patriotism becomes more dominant and increasingly ties to a
form of internationalism.

III. Distinguishing Between Patriotism and Nationalism
Patriotism and nationalism are conceptually and empirically different, especially in the context
of China. Kosterman and Feshbach, for example, designed a Patriotism/Nationalism Questionnaire for the American public, where patriotism is measured by different indications of “affect
for America,” while nationalism often suggests “America-first” and “American-superiority” relative
to other countries1 (Kosterman and Feshbach, 1989). Building on Kosterman and Feshbach’s
approach, Gries et al. analyze the nature of Chinese national identity through distinguishing
between patriotism – defined as the “love of or attachment to country” – and nationalism –
defined as the “belief in the superiority of one’s country over other countries” (Gries et al., 2011).
Besides the sense of national superiority (which is more common among Americans due to
U.S. hegemony in the world), Chinese nationalism is also closely tied to anti-foreign sentiments
and victim mentality that arise out of the history of “humiliation” in the nineteenth and twentieth century. As Zhao observes, “because the origin of Chinese nationalism was a reaction to
foreign suppressions, it has contained a strong anti-foreign, especially anti-Western mentality”
(Zhao, 1998).
Empirically, Gries et al. find that although patriotism and nationalism are similar for Americans,
the two do not necessarily go together in the Chinese sample: Americans that are patriotic tend
to also be nationalistic, but patriotism in China is associated with a benign internationalism
instead (Gries et al., 2011). In a study that examines Chinese attitudes towards the American and
Chinese people, Rathburn also finds that among the Chinese respondents, positive feelings towards Chinese are barely related to negative views of Americans (Rathburn, 2015). As an exam1 Patriotism is measured by items such as “I love my country;” “I am proud to be an American” and “when
I see the American flag flying I feel great;”. Nationalism is measured by items such as “in view of America’s
moral and material superiority, it is only right that we should have the biggest say in deciding United Nations
policy” and “other countries should try to make their government as much like ours as possible.”
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ple of the empirical distinction, many Tiananmen Square protestors in 1989 claimed that it was
patriotism that drove their actions, and essentially tied patriotism to the pursuit of democracy
– an embrace rather than rejection of western influence (Zhao, 1998).
It is commonly believed that Chinese state-led propaganda, and specifically state-led education,
is a key source contributing to rising Chinese nationalism. But it is important to know which
exact form of sentiments – patriotism or nationalism – is being instilled through the “patriotic
education” campaign, and how they are being conveyed. Interestingly, “The Outline for Conducting Patriotic Education” notes that, “patriotism is by no means narrow nationalism. We must
not only inherit and carry forward the great achievements of the Chinese nation, but also learn
and absorb achievements made by all civilizations around the world, including the advanced
capitalist countries” (Xinhua, 1994).
I analyze the content of Chinese middle school textbooks as an approach to determine the
breakdown between patriotic and nationalistic sentiments conveyed through the patriotic
education campaign. In the analysis, I define patriotism as positive, internally-directed sentiments of love, pride or attachment towards China (here, “China” refers to the country and the
civilization, not necessarily the Chinese party-state.) By contrast, nationalism is defined as negative, externally-directed sentiments of hatred, contempt or hostility towards foreign countries.
Elements of regime legitimization (propagating socialist ideologies, claiming achievements of
the Communist Party, etc.) are included in “The Outline for Conducting Patriotic Education”, but
do not fall under the two categories above, and are not of interest to the study of patriotism and
nationalism here.

IV. Textbook Elements of Patriotism and Nationalism by Subject
Chinese
Textbook materials for Chinese are organized by pieces of literature, with each lesson being a
short piece that ranges from ancient to modern, fiction to non-fiction, and Chinese to foreign
literature. Eleven out of the total 170 lessons contain elements of “patriotic education,” and I
code each as either “patriotism,” “nationalism” or “both patriotism and nationalism” according to
definitions stated above. Here, I use lessons as the unit of categorization because for literature
pieces that convey complex messages, it is better to comprehend each article holistically rather
than trying to pin down what exact proportion of the article is about patriotism or nationalism.
Among the eleven pieces identified as relevant to “patriotic education,” five involve patriotism
only, two involve nationalism only, and four involve both patriotism and nationalism. Articles of
patriotism usually eulogize the spirit and resilience of the Chinese civilization or express fervent
love towards the country. “Ode to the Yellow River” by Guang Weiran, for example, praises the
magnificent Yellow River as a metaphor for the Chinese nation:
“Ah, the Yellow River!

Narratives from Historical Humiliation to International Engagement in Chinese Middle School Textbooks
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You are the cradle of the Chinese nation!
Five thousand years of ancient culture,
From you;
How many stories of heroes,
Play by your side!
Ah, the Yellow River!
You are great and strong,
Like a giant
On the plains of Asia,
With your heroic body
Build up a guard for our nation.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)
Among the five “patriotism” pieces in Chinese textbooks, three are written during the Century of
Humiliation, and the historical context is essential to comprehending messages in the articles.
In these cases, although they do not directly convey anti-foreign sentiments, the selection of
articles may remind students of the history and lead to increased nationalistic feelings.
More direct embodiment of nationalism, on the other hand, often invokes condemnation of foreign countries for their invasion of China during the Century of Humiliation and, in some cases,
their lack of sincere apology today. Japan is portrayed as the antagonist country most frequently, but western powers have also been blamed. For instance, the textbook uses Victor Hugo’s
“Letter to Captain Butler on the Anglo-French Expedition to China,” in which he reprimands the
two countries for burning the Old Summer Palace in Beijing during the Second Opium War:
“One day, two robbers broke into the Old Summer Palace. One plundered and the other burnt.
After seeming to win, they began to steal… The two robbers that would be sanctioned by history,
one was named England, and the other was named France.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)
A number of textbook articles carry both pro-China and anti-foreign messages, most of which
are written about the Second Sino-Japanese War. Hongliang Duanmu, for example, wrote “Oath
of the Land” when Guandong, the author’s homeland in northeast China, was occupied by Japanese invaders:
“Towards the vast wilderness of Guandong, my heart is filled with fervent and painful love… I
would do anything for her. I must see a more beautiful homeland reappear in front me - or in front
of my grave. And I will wash away, with my tears, all the filth and humiliation she suffered from.”
(Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)
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Overall, there are more patriotic elements than nationalistic ones in Chinese textbooks, although it is important to note that there are also many instances of nationalism, and that
learning about patriotic work written in China’s Century of Humiliation could have nationalistic
implications unintended by the authors themselves.
Ethics & Politics
In general, Ethics & Politics classes in the middle school stage are not as political as those in
high schools. They mainly teach moral lessons about how to be a good person and a good
citizen. When it does come to politics, however, language in the Ethics & Politics textbooks is
very closely aligned with the official party line, such as in the description of Chinese “characteristics” (国情).
For middle school students, only a very small part of Ethics & Politics textbooks is related to
“patriotic education”, and it is only about patriotism. One chapter, out of the total 47 chapters, is
named “Chinese Culture and National Spirit”, which invokes pride in the glorious Chinese civilization and calls for carrying on the national spirit:
“For thousands of years, the Chinese civilization has survived many vicissitudes and hardships,
but it has only become more enduring as time goes on. An important reason is that the power of
our culture is deeply rooted in the vitality, creativity and cohesion of the Chinese nation.” (Course
Textbook Research Institute, 2004)
The only other place that pertains to patriotism is the mentioning of “the great rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation” in another chapter called “Understanding Basic National Characteristics”:
“Only by accelerating our development based on a clear understanding of the basic national
characteristics can we further enhance China’s status in the international community and, along
the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics, realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese
nation.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2004)
There are no instances that convey anti-foreign sentiments in the Ethics & Politics textbooks.
Quite the contrary, there is a chapter called “The Multicultural Global Village” that teaches students to respect diverse cultures and foreign civilizations:
“Globalization is the common direction of world economic development. Globalization should not
lead to the uniformity of cultures; it should lead to the diversity instead. In the process of globalization, the cultures of various countries and ethnicities should interact with and promote each
other, towards the goal of pluralistic development and harmonious coexistence.” (Course Textbook
Research Institute, 2004)
Compared to Chinese and History, the subject of Ethics & Politics is different in that it almost
focuses exclusively on contemporary issues. The fact that it teaches values of patriotism and
internationalism but not nationalism suggests the possibility that the official patriotic education
in China promotes nationalism only through narratives of history but not in discussions under a
contemporary context.

Narratives from Historical Humiliation to International Engagement in Chinese Middle School Textbooks
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History
Out of the total six semesters of History classes that Chinese middle school students are required to take, two semesters focus on China’s modern history, which is a prominent source of
both patriotism and nationalism. Unlike the textbooks of the Chinese subject where the selection of articles on the Century of Humiliation is a subjective choice, History textbooks almost
inevitably have to address the Century of Humiliation as a significant part of modern Chinese
history. Therefore, in the analysis of History textbooks, I make more nuanced definitions about
patriotic and nationalistic contents. In the portrayal of foreign invasions in the 19th and 20th
century, a factual statement of what happened in history without normative judgements is
considered as neither patriotism or nationalism; an account of national spirit, self-defense and
heroic sacrifices, without emotional condemnation of foreign countries, is coded as “patriotism;”
a narrative with any language that involves emotional condemnation of foreign countries is
coded as “nationalism.” Since each chapter in the History textbooks can contain many different
arguments, here I use each paragraph as a unit to be coded as either “patriotism” or “nationalism.” If a paragraph is both patriotic and nationalistic, it will be included in both categories.
Generally speaking, textbooks on modern Chinese history are heavily charged with both patriotism and nationalism, and it is not always easy to tell one from another. I divide the relevant historical account into three episodes: the series of defeats and unequal treaties during late Qing
Dynasty (1860-1911), the War of Resistance Against Japan (1937-1945), and after the founding
of People’s Republic of China (1949- ).
In the description of foreign invasions during late Qing Dynasty, there are three paragraphs of
patriotism and seventeen paragraphs of nationalism. In the conveying of nationalistic messages, the textbook uses harsh languages to condemn the aggression of imperialist powers and
underline the helplessness of the Chinese government and people at that time. For example,
The Xinchou Treaty has added another heavy burden to the Chinese people and severely damaged
China’s sovereignty. From then on, the Qing government became the puppet of imperialist rule.
China was completely reduced to a semi-feudal, semi-colonial society. (Course Textbook Research
Institute, 2001)
In comparison, the textbook account of the Anti-Japanese War invokes both strong patriotism
and strong nationalism, with eleven paragraphs of the former and twelve paragraphs of the
latter. The narrative strongly denounces Japanese atrocities committed in the war, with a significant emphasis on the Nanjing Massacre:
“Wherever the Japanese invaders went, they burned, killed, robbed and raped, conducting every
evil possible. After Japanese troops occupied Nanjing, they carried out a bloody massacre of the
Nanjing people and committed heinous crimes. Civilians of Nanjing were used as targets for shooting and stabbing practices, others were buried alive.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)
Meanwhile, the historical narrative of that period also highly praises the heroism, bravery and
resilience of the Chinese people in their collective effort of self-defense, which falls along the
lines of patriotism. For instance,
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“[The two platoons of Chinese soldiers] faced the aggression of hundreds of Japanese troops.
Fearlessly, with six machine guns and sixty or seventy rifles, they fired bullets of hatred… Almost
all of them died on the bridge. The blood of the martyrs dyed the Lugou Bridge red.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)

A page from a Chinese History textbook praising the heroism, bravery and resilience of the Chinese people
in their collective effort of self-defense in the Lugou Qiao incident during the Anti-Japanese War .

Finally, in the era after the founding of PRC, the historical narrative contains ten instances of patriotism and five instances of nationalism. The majority of patriotic and nationalistic expressions
occur in the depiction of the Korean War. For example, the following song cited in the textbook
is coded as both patriotism and nationalism:

Narratives from Historical Humiliation to International Engagement in Chinese Middle School Textbooks
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“Dashing in high spirit, across Yalu River!
To safeguard peace, to defend the motherland, to protect out home!
The good children of China are firmly united in solidarity,
To defeat the greedy wolves of American imperialists!” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001)
Into the history of more recent decades, there are increasing patriotic expressions in the textbook that are positive and compatible with internationalism. In a chapter on contemporary
foreign policy, China takes a lot of pride in the normalization of U.S.-China relationship, PRC’s
acquisition of seat at the United Nations, and China’s entrance into the World Trade Organization in 2001. The textbook cites Nixon saying that, “in the long run no stable and enduring international order is conceivable without the contribution of this nation of more than 700 million
people.” (Course Textbook Research Institute, 2001) The quote implies strong Chinese national
pride, as well as China’s willingness to contribute to the international community.
In summary, History textbooks invoke a great deal of both patriotism and nationalism in portraying China’s modern history, especially the Century of Humiliation. Meanwhile, as time proceeds from late Qing Dynasty to the PRC era, the sentiments gradually shift from more negative
forms of nationalism to more positive forms of patriotism. This corresponds with the hypothesis
that the source of Chinese nationalism is mostly historical humiliation: as China moves on and
gradually becomes a more significant power in world politics, the narrative begins to embody
more patriotism and even internationalism.

V. Conclusion
Under the official guideline of conducting “patriotic education” campaigns, Chinese middle
school textbooks convey a substantial amount of both patriotism and nationalism. Almost all
the messaging of nationalism, whether in Chinese or History textbooks, is tied to portraying the
Century of Humiliation narrative. Patriotism in Chinese, History and Ethics & Politics textbooks,
on the other hand, is manifested in a variety of ways from historical and cultural pride to heroic
self-defense and emotional love for the country. In particular, when the narrative of patriotism
occurs in a contemporary context, it is more often associated with a form of internationalism,
suggesting the country’s willingness to engage in the international community.
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A P P E N D I X : L I S T O F T E X T B O O K C H A P T E R S T H AT I N V O LV E PAT R I OT I S M A N D / O R
N AT I O N A L I S M
Subject

Term

Chapter

Title

Category

Chinese

7-2

6

黄河颂（光未然）

Patriotism

Chinese

7-2

8

艰难的国运与雄健的国民（李大钊）

Patriotism

Chinese

7-2

9

土地的誓言（端木蕻良）

Patriotism,
Nationalism

Chinese

7-2

11

邓稼先（杨振宁）

Nationalism,
Patriotism

Chinese

8-1

2

芦花荡（孙犁）

Patriotism,
Nationalism

Chinese

8-1

4

就英法联军征中国给巴
特勒上尉的信（雨果）

Nationalism

Chinese

8-1

5

亲爱的爸爸妈妈（聂华苓）

Nationalism

Chinese

9-1

16

中国人失掉自信力了吗（鲁迅）

Patriotism

Chinese

9-2

1

我爱这土地（艾青），乡愁（余光中）

Patriotism

Chinese

9-2

2

我用残损的手掌（戴望舒）

Patriotism,
Nationalism

Chinese

9-2

3

祖国啊，我亲爱的祖国（舒婷）

Patriotism

Ethics

9

3

认清基本国情

Patriotism

Ethics

9

3

中华文化与民族精神

Patriotism

History

8-1

2

第二次鸦片战争期间列强侵华罪行

Nationalism

History

8-1

4

中日甲午战争

Nationalism,
Patriotism

History

8-1

5

八国联军侵华战争

Nationalism

History

8-1

14

难忘九一八

Nationalism,
Patriotism

History

8-1

15

“宁为战死鬼，不作亡国奴”

Patriotism,
Nationalism

History

8-1

16

血肉筑长城

Patriotism,
Nationalism
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History

8-2

1

中国人民站起来了

Patriotism

History

8-2

2

最可爱的人

Nationalism,
Patriotism

History

8-2

14

钢铁长城

Patriotism,
Nationalism

History

8-2

16

外交事业的发展

Patriotism
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While Buddhist monks and nuns must abide by a strict set of rules, the Buddhist layperson
has only very vague guidelines to follow. In terms of sexual behavior, the only lay regulation
is to avoid “sexual misconduct,” which could be interpreted in many ways. What is considered
“immoral” in a certain community at one time may be completely accepted in other circumstances. This imprecision leads to a flexibility in lay Buddhist practice, between locations or over
time. Further complicating this issue is that many Buddhist teachings are likely fictional parables, which are not always authentic or authoritative, leading to more uncertainty. Also, some
vinayas, which are instructions on monastic rules, have humor while others do not, which influences the reader’s interpretation of doctrine. As such, the use of fiction and humor in Buddhist
teachings creates room for interpretation of sexuality and femininity, as evidenced through an
analysis of different Buddhist portrayals of women as temptresses.
Many Buddhists look to anecdotal evidence to guide their belief and practices. The Monastic Discipline narrates many stories addressing Buddhist issues on a case-by-case basis, with the idea
that the Buddha is judging each of these scenarios to provide guidance (Powers 73). The anecdotal aspect of this method creates an avenue for storytelling to pass moral judgement onto situations, thereby giving historical precedence and setting guidelines for the future. But, Powers
argues that these are fictional stories, claiming that these episodes are simply implausible due
to their outlandish claims, like those of young, beautiful women lusting over poor, dirty monks
(68). Another problem for the authenticity of these stories is that many of them claim to be
eyewitness accounts of Buddha’s judgement, even if these stories are being written many generations after the Buddha’s death. Although these teachings pretend to represent the Buddha’s
judgement, they are probably fictional representations of the supposed ethical judgements.
But, if these stories did not really happen, and if the Buddha did not actually pass those judgements, what happens to the supposed guidance that those anecdotes were supposed to provide? Does it matter if the stories are not historically true? While the stories may be fictional, the
effects that they have on their audiences are very certainly real. From the fiction comes a reality
which the audience can partake in through processes like emotional response or intellectual
provocation. By its very nature of being fictional, these new parables imply adaptability through
change because this means that new teachings and new practices can be created even past the
Buddha’s death. So, the fictional aspects of story-telling should not detract from the potential
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magnitude and usefulness of these guidelines for Buddhist practices. Rather, the fact that these
anecdotes are fictional creates a situation whereby Buddhist doctrine is open to interpretation
and change.
Fictional storytelling can also embrace the pedagogical benefits of humor as an advantage in
these narratives. Humor can make stories more memorable and effective (Clarke 328). This is
particularly true for stories of sex, as “no topic is likely to elicit humour quite as much as discussions of human sexuality” (Clarke 323). An example of sexual humor in Buddhist monastic codes
is a story from the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya in which a nun flees a fire with a dildo attached to her
foot (Clarke 324). Compared to the Pāli Vinaya, which has a very similar story but with a few key
omissions, the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya is much more humorous. The Mūlasarvāda Vinaya pokes
fun at the craftsman for thinking that he cannot pleasure his wife in bed, embarrasses the nun
in front of her nunnery, and uses the children’s naivety of dildos to mock the nun (Clarke 326).
Meanwhile, the Pāli Vinaya simply forbids dildo use for nuns, with none of the narrative humor
present in the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya. The humorous aspects present in the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya
arguably make the narrative more exciting to remember, and thus make its more effective as
a parable. For the Pāli Vinaya, there still exists the aspect of narrativity, but the story is quite
humorless and more disgusting than the story in the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya. In fact, the audience
would probably prefer to forget that they had ever heard a Pāli Vinaya story concerning flies on
dirty dildos. Thus, the humor in Mūlasarvāda Vinaya changes the entire tone of the anecdote
and arguably makes it a more memorable parable.
While humor can make parables more memorable, it can also shape the views that a community has towards sexuality. Once again using the examples from the Mūlasarvāda Vinaya and the
Pāli Vinaya, it is plausible that these different styles of parables may have had distinct effects on
the communities that they reached. For example, the monastic community that received the
humorous dildo story may have had a more relaxed and casual view of sexuality, simply because
the humorous dildo story treated the nun’s sexuality in a more light-hearted manner (Clarke
328). On the other hand, the monastic community that received the other story may have had
a more prudish and intolerant view towards sex because sexual misconduct was a grave situation in that story (Clarke 328). Regardless of how the communities actually responded to these
different stories, the reality is that the writers of these rules and stories either added or omitted
humor from their works in an effort to shape the reactions of their audiences, proving the use of
humor as a method for the author’s adaptation.
Therefore, fiction and humor can be used in Buddhist anecdotes to create a reality of belief,
including ideas about masculinity, femininity, and sexuality. An important characterization in
Buddhist teachings is that of the female temptress in which lusty women try to seduce men into
having intercourse with them. Rasetsukoku originates in twelfth century Japanese literature concerning India as a story of an island of beautiful women (Moerman 353). Here, a shipwrecked
group of sailors join the female community, only to realize that the women are actually rasetsu
demons who will consume the sailors (Moerman 353). The sailors then pray to the bodhisattva
Kannon, who appears as a white horse and carries most of the sailors back to safety (Moerman
353). Those whom the demons consumed were the ones who fell victim to their own lust. In
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this way, the story vilifies sex as the cause of the sailor’s demise, creating a moral message for
the reader. As a fictional story, this “elaborate adventure of sex and violence” uses “the haunting
figure of the femme fatale” to teach “that illusion leads only to desire and suffering” (Moerman
354). This story equates sexual pleasure with danger as a lesson for all to heed.
But, the dangerous story of this demon island also becomes one of desirable sexual fantasy. The
island of temptresses no longer represents a mysterious place of danger and desire, one that
sailors must be wary of. In 1682, the Japanese work by Ihara Saikaku, describes the island as “a
pleasure quarter beyond one’s wildest dreams,” and is sexualized and desired (Moerman 370).
Saikaku tells a story of a group of sailors who left Japan with a monstrous amount of sex toys
and no intention of ever returning from this island of pleasure (Moerman 370). In this fiction, the
sailors are not shipwrecked by fate, but rather go purposefully to this island, showing consent.
Also, the sailors in this new story are cognizant of the situation in which they are entering, while
in the first story, the sailors are at first unaware of the true nature of the women. While the
demise of the merchants is implied, the second story makes no mention of their suffering. It is
simply a story of sex tourism. This Island of Women becomes changed entirely, from a dangerous location to a one of desire and sexual fulfillment.
Another story of the island arises during the same time, and it closely parallels the earlier
twelfth century story. This 1765 fiction by Hiraga Gennai details another shipwreck, whereby the
men also begin to live with the women (Moerman 373). In this situation, the men are worked
to death as sex slaves, except one man named Shidōken, who escapes (also with the help of
Kannon) and realizes that “sexual pleasure can lose its glamour and even become fatal” (Moerman 373). While this story has many parallels to the earlier twelfth century work, there are also
some key differences. Instead of literally being consumed by the women, the men are instead
destroyed by the sheer amount of sex, which wore out their bodies. This subtle change in the
fiction shifts the blame; no longer are the women demons, but the cause of death is instead the
overindulgence of sex. Once Shidōken realizes that sexual pleasure eventually becomes a stalemate, he flees. In the earlier work, the sailors only try to escape because they fear the cannibalistic demons, not because they have learned anything about the problems of excess.
The single idea of the Island of Women has produced many different narratives and fictions,
each with a different reality. In each of the stories recounted above, the way that sex is viewed
changes. In the earliest, sex is viewed as a temptation, a device in which the demons use to lure
their prey. In the next, sex becomes an incentive, a treasure, something to be sought after even
at the expense of one’s own life. In the last, the Shidōken shows that sex should not be an end
that is pursued. Shidōken also learns that clinging to sex is problematic, as evidenced by the
death of the sailors. In fact, the legend of the island lived on much later, evolving and adding a
new meaning. Rasetsu used to only refer to the demons, but then became used additionally as
a term for castration, either of male genitalia or of a strap-on dildo during lesbian intercourse
(Moerman 375). This exemplifies the continual change of the use of this fiction, representing
more ways in which the original story undergoes modification. Although the entire cultural
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contexts of these stories and their reshaping are unknown, one thing is certain: the story tellers
adapted the fiction of the Island of Women for their own uses in showing their chosen messages about Buddhism.
Returning now to the examples of the fictional parables from the Monastic Discipline, the female temptress is also a recurring theme in those stories. Examples of this portrayal of women
include a female goatherd raping a monk while he’s asleep, an ex-wife raping her elderly and
weak ex-husband, and an ex-wife badgering her monk ex-husband to impregnate her (Powers
68-69). In these instances, the monk resists the advances of the woman, successfully eliminating
his own sexual desire. Many of these stories include a monk or a layman who would otherwise
be unwilling, but because of some reason, whether it be weakness from old age or the state of
being asleep, is mounted by a woman. There are also, however, examples of temptresses who
are successful in seducing the monk, which causes the Buddha to chastise the monk for failing
to resist the sexual advances. While the exact circumstances in each of these stories differ, each
of them involve the same recurring problem: a temptress.
Because of the fictional nature of the stories, the author is able to create many stories around a
certain theme. As each of the stories have their differences, the Buddha passes down different
judgements. But, as the audience sees more and more of the Buddha’s wisdom, the audience
can begin to create more general ideas as to what moral code guided the Buddha’s decisions.
For example, as the seductresses pursues all the monks, the judgements that the Buddha delivers seem to be based upon the idea of volition. Examining each of the anecdotes, the monks
that are blameless are the ones who “resist at all junctures of the encounter” (Powers 69). But,
monks who at first resists but the agree later are still found to at fault (Powers 69). And, monks
who have wet dreams are not blamed because they were not conscious (Powers 69). These stories all revolve around the idea of sexual temptation, but because of the fictional nature of these
accounts, there is the ability for small variations. This variability creates a broader vision of the
nature of Buddhist doctrine and Buddha’s wisdom by allowing the audience to see the similarities and differences between the stories.
Regardless of if the stories are fictional or not, they create a new reality with the audience. The
readers can choose to interpret the material as a new standard for moral action, based on the
readers’ present context and conscious. For example, this paper shows an interpretation by
underlining the similarities between the judgements of the Buddha in relation to the monk’s
volition. But, there are multiple ways at looking at these stories, and more anecdotes could be
created at any moment. This creates room for interpretation through a different reading of the
anecdotes or the creation of new anecdotes and teachings. Some may argue that there always
exists the ability for author and audience interpretation regardless of genre or text. But, the lay
Buddhist restrictions on sex are already vague, which combined with the fictional and humorous aspects of the anecdotes that guide Buddhist thought creates a unique situation in which
Buddhist doctrine on sexual conduct is particularly open to interpretation.
As evidenced by the many manifestations of the temptress figure, whether through the various
island forms or the interactions with monks, fiction and humor are effective in creating a sexual
doctrine of adaptability. This flexibility exists for both the author and the reader. For the author,
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humor allows for more expression in shaping the potential future interpretations of sexuality
issues, like the acceptance or rejection of overt sexuality through the use of humor. The author
can also use a series of similarly thematic fictional stories with minute differences to create
dichotomies or commonalities to influence the doctrine. Then, it is the responsibility of the
audience to receive that which the author has created. The recipient can create their own reality
from the material, interpreting it through mediums like humor or fiction, in meanings that the
author may or may not have intended to create. And so through these anecdotes, there is room
for interpretation in Buddhist rules on sexual conduct, which shows Buddhism’s capacity to
adapt and change.
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The Chinese development model is an alternative to the Western liberal democratic approach to
development with state-driven growth and authoritarian political tendencies. The values of the
‘Beijing Consensus’ — multilateralism, consensus, and peaceful co-existence — also serve as antithesis to the Washington Consensus of democracy, good governance, and poverty reduction.
The main physical features of the model include a combination of foreign direct investment, ‘nostrings attached’ financial assistance, and higher trade volumes guided by foreign policy strategy. Each of these features feeds into the others. For example, financial assistance is often tied
into larger investment programs, while preferential terms of trade are given as incentives for
choosing Chinese firms as development contractors. A defining feature of the Chinese Development Model in terms of implications for future African success is its funding of transportation infrastructure, a necessity in order for growing markets to capitalize into blossoming economies.
Competitive terms such as a lack of political and economic policy conditions, as well as little to
no interest loans strike urgency on the part of Western development agencies, undercutting
the strength of their demands. Overall, the Chinese Development Model has the potential to be
quite beneficial for African Development, and criticisms of the model are well-founded yet not
strong enough to discredit the strength of its impact.
China certainly takes part in these development strategies in pursuit of its own interests. Practically, Africa is a worthwhile investment — returns on Federal Direct Investment in Africa
ranged from 29% to 40% in 2005.2 Additionally, the state needs reliable low-cost access to raw
materials in order to fund its burgeoning manufacturing sectors. It also hopes to shelve its more
labour-intensive, less competitive ‘mature’ industries, such as textiles, onto Africa in order to
devote its population to higher value-added activity. The relationship is, in part, due to necessity. Harsh terms given by the West on account of China’s murky human rights record has encouraged a ‘pivot’ to Africa as an alternative for trade. Fortunately for China, this change fits into
longstanding political ideologies — having been the unofficial ‘leader of the Third World’ during
the Cold War, its language of ‘South-South cooperation’ neatly situate practically advantaged
investments into an admirable narrative. Overall, Africa serves as a convenient and volatile ‘highrisk’ ‘high-return’ investment. China faces few competitors and can secure better rewards, but
faces more political and economic risk from constant change.

2 Adisu, K., Sharkey, T. and Okoroafo, S. (2010). “The Impact of Chinese Investment in Africa,”
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Notably, Western development literature has criticized China for its ‘non-interference’ approach
to aid giving, as its wanton funding of undemocratic, irresponsible, or unsustainable regimes
undercuts the incentive structure built by the IMF and WTO to encourage ‘good governance’
behaviour. Unfortunately for China, the fact that some of the ‘worst’ regimes also tend to be
some of the most resource-rich make many skeptical of its pure ideological stance which prioritizes development assistance over all ‘less pressing’ concerns. While some believe both the
West and China assume ideologies in order to justify grounded economic and political interests,
it is worth evaluating the merit to these accusations. From a microeconomic perspective, the
destabilization of ‘good governance’ policy is a natural outcome of a more competitive market.
The entrance of China into the market has strengthened the position of the ‘consumer’ (Africa),
and so naturally suppliers of aid will race to the bottom to secure contracts. Before, the IMF had
essentially held a cartel which was extorting higher profits in the form of ‘good governance
policies’. China was therefore a rational player, having every incentive to cheat. Unfortunately, as
this is a situation of moral goodness with political and social outcomes, rather than just economic ones, the implications of such cheating are harder felt. Further concerns from no-strings
attached aid include concern about trapping Africa in vicious indebtedness cycles, as well as a
lack of transparency from situating aid within larger investments.
However, the position of the West to criticize China’s model falls flat when revent poverty
eradication policies have proven only marginally more successful than past structural adjustment.3 Concerns have been rising about the effectiveness of Western aid programs: delivery is
fragmented and comes through a confusing array of modalities, it places too much pressure on
recipient states and increases transaction costs.4 Meanwhile, Chinese aid is delivered through
projects rather than long-term endowments, making it less prone to corruption and favorable
to quick, tangible results. This model and its efficiency are clearly informed by Chinese enterprise and business-minded incentives, rather than government agencies with stronger moral
imperatives. Chinese investors such as Huang remark that “Chinese aid centres on the real needs
of the recipient countries, free from the shackles of unpractical ideas.” Liu Guijin outlines the
normative justification of its decisions, as “we think that providing assistance is just for the benefit of the people, it is not for political purposes, not for showing off to the outside world.”5 To
say that this stance is morally superior to the West would also be a shallow evaluation. Guijin’s
ideological stance just so happens to align with China’s material interests. With that being said,
backlash from aid to Sudan has pushed China to weaken its non-interference stance.6 However,
one could also argue that the stance of the West is immoral itself. If one has the means to aid in
development, restricting the standards of living of everyday people indefinitely is perhaps as
morally questionable as the decision to lend aid to poor governance regimes. The loss of living
standards and opportunity is felt every day that children are unable to go to school and adults
3 Tan-Mullins, M., Mohan, G. and Power, M. (2010). “Redefining ‘Aid’ in the China–Africa Context,”

Development and Change 41(5), 857–881.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.
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are unable to find work. If China continues to become more cognizant about their investment
choices, they could aggregate with the West towards a middle ground between staunch political demands and pragmatism.
In outcomes for the African people, the benefits of the Chinese Development Model outweigh
the drawbacks. Trade, for example, both assists and disturbs African economies. African countries benefit from the cheap access to imported capital goods, which stimulate infrastructure for
the economy, while local producers struggle to compete with cheaper, quality Chinese imports.7
However, Pooja Khosla notices that artificially maneuvered trade patterns distort the intra-trade
flows between African states, disrupting development. On average, an African country traded
less with another African country if one of them had trade relations with China in that particular
year. Trade relations with China also caused imports from (exports to) other African countries
to be lower by approximately 85 percent (13 percent).8 However, these negative trends have
proven to become less negative over time. Therefore, contingent on this trend continuing, the
negative trade impact ought to be overcome by the positive impact of stronger transportation
infrastructure to stimulate intra-continental trade. Additional benefits include considerable
economic expansion within Africa, including networks of trade, aid, and investment in up to
50 countries.9 The impact on growth is apparent. Africa’s highest ever growth of 5.8% in 2007 is
likely attributable to Chinese involvement.10 As a more direct measurement, direct investment
and aid in Angola pulled its growth rate up to 22.3% in 2007, at that time the fastest growing
economy in the world.11 This impact has manifested in social benefits, such as cancelled debt,
presence of doctors, and treatment of infectious diseases such as malaria and HIV/AIDS.12
Concerns however, have been presented about the possibility of crowding out African labour in
favour of Chinese migrants and about adherence to labour and environmental standards. However, investigation into labour usage in Chinese Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have demonstrated a tendency for Chinese initiatives to use local labour for at least half of their workforce in
every case.13 As fas an environmental and labour standards, only one case has ever been cause
for concern with, the zone developer CNMC in Zambia was criticized for low wages and poor
labour standards. However, by 2020, wages and benefits had both increased to reasonable levels.14 Therefore, concerns both about labour usage and salary concerns have found little actual
7 Khosla, Pooja. “Intra-Regional Trade in Africa and the Impact of Chinese Intervention: A Gravity Model

Approach.” Journal of Economic Development, vol. 40, no. 4, 2015, pp. 41-61.
8 Ibid.

9 Adisu, K., Sharkey, T. and Okoroafo, S. (2010). “The Impact of Chinese Investment in Africa,”
10 Adisu, K., Sharkey, T. and Okoroafo, S. (2010). “The Impact of Chinese Investment in Africa,”
11 Tan-Mullins, M., Mohan, G. and Power, M. (2010). “Redefining ‘Aid’ in the China–Africa Context,”

Development and Change 41(5), 857–881.

12 Adisu, K., Sharkey, T. and Okoroafo, S. (2010). “The Impact of Chinese Investment in Africa,”
13 Tan-Mullins, M., Mohan, G. and Power, M. (2010). “Redefining ‘Aid’ in the China–Africa Context,”

Development and Change 41(5), 857–881.
14 Ibid.
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grounding in reality. Meanwhile, concerns about trade are well-founded, but this trend appears
to be decreasing over time. In general, the benefits of chinese investment are quite apparent,
with impressive economic growth, provision of social benefits, and the ability to provide infrastructure to kickstart intra-continental economic activity.
In conclusion, the real benefits of infrastructure, growth, and efficient provision outweigh both
concerns about trade flow distortion and the undercutting of global governance techniques.
Western agencies are going to need to increase the effectiveness and decrease the demands of
their respective aid packages. Hopefully, Chinese companies will become more agreeable and
continue to become morally inclined so that both regimes may be able to successfully invest in
African development.
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The central-local relationship is an important subject in political science because it underlies the
question of how policies decided at the top can be implemented and executed at lower levels
(Li 2010). This is particularly important in a large state like China, where the central government
needs to ensure its mandates being properly executed in 31 province-level and 334 prefecture-level governments.
Healthcare reform is a major subject for the Chinese government in recent years (State Council of People’s Republic of China 2012, 2015, 2018). Because healthcare reform is a top-down
reform pushed by the central government, the central-local relationship is expected to play a
significant role in the implementation of this reform. However, how this relationship affects the
reform is unclear.
Among many aspects of the central-local relationship in China, the re-centralization of fiscal
power introduced in 1994 tax reform is worth attention in the context of my question. A previous report indicates that transfer payments have accounted for 43% of local government revenue by 2015, suggesting the importance of transfer payments in governmental financing (Wu
et al. 2017). Through collecting revenue from local governments and redistributing the funds
through transfer payment, which is defined as the payment made by the central government to
the local government, such re-centralization is expected to narrow regional disparities caused
by unequal economic development (Jiang and Zhao 2003). Regional disparities are manifested
in healthcare inequality. The inequality in healthcare service quality and coverage across regions
poses a major obstacle for China’s healthcare reform, whose aims include providing universal
healthcare (Hu et al. 2008; Mullins-Owens 2015; Liu et al. 2016). Thus, it is crucial to know how
transfer payments affect in limiting the regional disparities of healthcare service.
Development of healthcare services also requires substantial funding support. The unfunded
mandates, another feature of the central-local relationship in China (Fan 2015) in which the central government issues mandates without specifying the source of funding, also has the potential to limit the top-down healthcare reform. However, the extent to which healthcare mandates
are affected by unfunded mandates is also unclear.
Because transfer payments and unfunded mandates are important in the central-local relationship in China and have the potential to affect healthcare reform, I decided to answer my
research question from studying these two aspects.
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Theoretical Expectation:
Since the reallocation of funding can be achieved through transfer payments, the transfer payments are expected to promote healthcare equality. Governmental expenditures on health and
governmental revenues at the local level are good indicators of this reallocation. I assume that a
local government that does not receive transfer payments should significantly rely on its revenue for developing public infrastructure. On the other hand, local governmental expenditure
on health is not driven by local governmental revenue if most revenue is transferred or given to
the central government for reallocation. As previously mentioned, transfer payments constitute
a significant proportion of local governmental revenue. Based on the assumption and information on transfer payments, I hypothesize that transfer payments are present in healthcare
reform, and this can be implied if:
1) Local governmental healthcare expenditures do not significantly correlate with local
governmental revenues.
Because government is the major healthcare provider in China, the local health status should
be dependent on governmental healthcare expenditure. Based on hypothesis 1 and the role of
the Chinese government in healthcare, I hypothesize that local governmental expenditures on
healthcare, which are highly affected by transfer payments, can better predict the population
health status than can other pertinent variables. This hypothesis can be tested as:
2) The local governmental healthcare expenditures can significantly predict local population health status when local governmental revenues and other pertinent variables are
controlled.
Because most development of healthcare infrastructure relies on heavy investment, it is important for central government to specify the funding sources when it issues mandates to push
healthcare reform. Thus, if mandates are issued without specifying the funding sources, they are
very likely to be unfunded mandates. Due to the presence of unfunded mandates in China (Fan
2015), I hypothesize that unfunded mandates are common in China’s healthcare reform. This
can be tested as:
3) On healthcare reform, it is harder to find the source of funds from previous mandates
compared to later ones.

Sources and Methods
Transfer payments:
In order to gauge the presence and extent of transfer payments, I collect provincial budget
expenditure and budget revenue data from China Statistical Yearbook 2013, 2015, and 2017,
reflecting the data for 2012, 2014 and 2016 respectively (National Bureau of Statistics of China
2013, 2015, 2017). The total sample size is 31 for each year. To control other variables that may
H o w d o es the c ent r a l - l o c a l r e l ati o nship r est r ain hea l th c a r e
r e f o r m in China
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underlie the relationship of interest, I also collect provincial mortality rate, provincial population, urban population proportion, and beds in medical institutions per 1000 people from the
same database across the same period.
To test (1) I first normalized by population the budget expenditure for medical health care, and
family planning (BEMHF), which reflects governmental expenditure on healthcare, and the
general public budget revenue (GPBR), which reflects governmental revenue. Then I conduct a
regression between these two variables, in which BEMHF per capita is the dependent variable
and GPBR per capita is the independent variable of theoretical interest. The unit of this analysis
is province (N=31). I run the same regression at three time points (2012, 2014, 2016).
Based on the results from previous regression, I conduct a multivariate regression with the
same unit (province, N=31) and the same time points (2012, 2014, 2016) to test (2). My dependent variable is the mortality rate, which is a proxy of health status. My independent variable of
theoretical interest is governmental expenditure on healthcare (BEMHF) per capita. I regressed
governmental expenditure on healthcare (BEMHF) per capita on mortality rate, controlling for
governmental revenue (GPBR) per capita, urban population ratio, and beds in medical institution per 1000 people. The controlled variables reflect the provincial economy, urbanization, and
healthcare capacity, respectively.
Unfunded mandates:
I collect three notices from the State Council of People’s Republic of China on healthcare reform
(State Council of People’s Republic of China 2012, 2015, 2018). I also collect news reporting and
commenting on the latest notice (Xu 2018; Chen 2018). I analyze the presence of responsible
funding source and payments in these sources to infer the extent of funding and clarity of
responsibility.
Arguments and Results
The presence of transfer payments is suggested in the regression of governmental
expenditures on healthcare and governmental revenues.
The regression between provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare per capita and
provincial governmental budget revenue per capita is shown in figure 1. I also include a regression between provincial governmental expenditure and provincial governmental budget
revenue as a control (figure 2).
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Figure 1a: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare
per capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2012

Figure 1b: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare
per capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2014
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Figure 1c: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare
per capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2016

Figure 2a: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure per
capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2012.
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Figure 2b: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure per
capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2014.

Figure 2c: Regression between provincial governmental expenditure per
capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita 2016.
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I observed five outliers from Figure 1 across all three years. Three data points at the right of the
figures are Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai. To the upper left corners are Qinghai and Tibet. It can
be inferred that Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai are much more developed than other provinces
that they have a much higher revenue and healthcare expenditure even with transfer payments.
It can also be inferred that Qinghai and Tibet are much less developed that majority of transfer
payments are channeled to support these two areas. This pattern is consistent with that in the
control regression (figure 2), in which I also observe 5 outliers on the same provinces.
When the outliers were taken out as shown in figure 3a, I observe no significant correlation (R²
= 0.1161) between provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare and provincial governmental revenue in 2016. Consistent with previous findings, I find no significant correlation (R²
= 0.207) between general provincial governmental expenditure and provincial governmental
revenue in 2016 (figure 3b). This absence of significant correlation is also observed in regression
done on the same variables in 2012 and 2014 (Data not shown).

Figure 3a: No significant relationship is observed between provincial governmental expenditure
on healthcare per capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2016. (N=26)
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Figure 3b: No significant relationship is observed between general provincial governmental
expenditure per capita and provincial governmental revenue per capita in 2016. (N=26)

Given the known presence of transfer payments in redistributing governmental revenue, it
is not surprising to find the lack of correlation between general governmental expenditure
and revenue. Observing the same lack of correlation in the regression between governmental
expenditure on healthcare and governmental revenue thereby suggests that transfer payments
are present in healthcare expenditure to ensure healthcare services supplied at a similar level
across provinces.
The provincial governmental expenditure on healthcare only inconsistently predicts
the provincial population health status when pertinent variables are controlled.
The regression between provincial health status (mortality rate) and the governmental expenditure on healthcare (BEMHF), controlling governmental revenue (GPBR), urbanization (urban
population ratio), and healthcare capacity (beds in medical institutions) produces mixed results
as shown in table 1. The governmental expenditure on healthcare has a significant correlation
with the mortality rate in 2012 and 2014, but not in 2016. This suggests that the transfer payment, which has been shown to affect governmental expenditure on healthcare in previous
sections, promotes healthcare improvement at least in 2012 and 2014. The lack of significant
correlation in 2016 may derive from several limitations in this analysis. First, mortality rate,
although a very accessible statistic, is far from a perfect measure of health status. It fluctuates
frequently and is also affected by the population structure, disease outbreak, etc. which are not
captured in this multivariate regression. Second, 31 data points have limited statistical power to
produce significant results in multivariate regression. Repetition of the same regression with a
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better proxy of health status at prefectures level which has significantly more data points may
increase the robustness of this analysis. In summary, the provincial governmental expenditure
on healthcare only inconsistently predicts the provincial population health status when pertaining indices are controlled.

Table 1: Comparison of later and older documents on healthcare reform suggests unfunded
mandates as an obstacle. Regression between provincial health status (mortality rate) and the
governmental expenditure on healthcare (BEMHF), controlling governmental revenue (GPBR),
urbanization (urban population ratio), and healthcare capacity (beds in medical institution)

The State Council of People’s Republic of China (abbreviated as State Council) issues a summary every year on “deepening the healthcare and medical system reform”. The summary usually
points out the duty for other governmental institutions, at the central and local level to work
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on in the coming year. The new round of healthcare reform started in 2012 (State Council of
People’s Republic of China 2012). I analyze two of these documents issued after the start, State
Council of People’s Republic of China 2012, 2015 and identify a significant number of mandates
potentially demanding funding in the document. None of them specifies the source of funds.
For most cases, the Ministry of Finance and other ministries are asked to coordinate on implementing the mandates. The participation of the Ministry of Finance in a mandate suggests the
need for funding source as recognized by the State Council.
In contrast to the two older documents, State Council of People’s Republic of China 2018 is a
document not as summary like the ones analyzed but as a further specification in response to
State Council of People’s Republic of China 2016, which indicates the need to clarify the responsibility and power of financing between central and local governments. State Council of People’s
Republic of China 2018 focuses on clarifying the duty and responsibility of payments between
central and local on healthcare and medical realm. It specifies what is executed or paid by the
central and specifically dictates the ratio central and local respectively need to pay when they
share the responsibility. Because it explicitly mentions the urgent need to draw such clarification, it can be inferred that unfunded mandates are prevalent in the healthcare reform and this
has been recognized by the State Council.
This argument is supported by the news reporting and commenting on the document (Chen
2018 and Xu 2018). Both literature acknowledged the previous ambiguity in the responsibility
between the central and local, and mentions this document as the first one which draws the
clarification. Interestingly, they mention that this is the first document that responds to State
Council of People’s Republic of China 2016 which is a leading document demanding the clarification between central and local governments on payments. It can be surmised that the State
Council believes the healthcare reform most urgently needs this clarification and conceives
this document first on healthcare, again suggesting the prevalence of unfunded mandates in
healthcare reform.
Summary and Discussion
My analysis of the central-local relationship suggests that it both helps and restrains the healthcare reform in China. In particular, transfer payments are present and seem to balance governmental expenditures on healthcare across provinces. Further statistical analysis weakly supports
the proposition that the transfer payments promote health status improvement. Repetition of
this analysis with a better model and more data may better explain the relationship between
governmental expenditure on healthcare and public health.
On the other hand, unfunded mandates restrained healthcare reform in China. As the central government has recognized the issue, it would be interesting to monitor future documents issued at the province level and analyze how provincial-prefecture responsibility will
be improved.
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Asian American literature has long been associated with the struggle for minority representation and the fight of identity politics. In this circumstance, the seemingly light-hearted texts
that engage with playful rhetorical devices such as humor, irony and satire remain overlooked.
I would like to work with Gina Apostol’s “Cunanan’s Wake” and Marilyn Chin’s “Singing Worm” to
explore the grave and meaning concealed in these authors’ jocular depiction of ironic scenes.
Irony describes the contradiction between the ideal and actual situations to create a sense of
detachment from a certain subject or theme (Singh, 65, 2012). This detachment allows the authors to confront the stresses and anxieties of the imperial past and the problems of the multicultural present. Ironic narratives can be an alternative means to relate the postcolonial experiences of diasporic Asian cultures, since a satirical feeling to expose “the failings of individuals,
institutions, or societies to ridicule and scorn” can be achieved through irony (Balce, 2016, 49).
Both Apostol and Chin use this rhetorical device to detach individuals from the familiar narrative of the heteronormative Western world. They narrate the sorrowful stories about the failure
of queerness through the lens of irony to display the dilemma Asian Americans are facing: they
are alienated and rejected by both the United States and the Asian countries.
Marilyn Chin creates a story of a failed relationship between a Chinese American scientist
Moonie and her Chinese counterpart Maggie. The absurd experiments conducted in Moonie’s
and Maggie’s labs, as well as their failed romantic relationship, create a seemingly comic story but with an underlying serious problem of belonging. Chin’s use of funny descriptions and
exaggerated scenarios juxtaposes of the conflicts between American and Chinese cultures
and the identity of Asian Americans. In this story, neither Moonie’s nor Maggie’s experiments
make any sense: Moonie works on an earthworm that “screeches out the first famous bars of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony” when gobbling up intruders to its immune system, while Maggie
produces preposterous creatures such as “a two-headed goose that honks Frost’s ‘Mending Wall’
in stereo,” “a Hummer-size immortal butterfly who mocks Zhuangzi,” and a lizard unaffected by
pain that recites Wordsworth. These fictional creatures seem idiotic: we as readers understand
that it is meaningless and impossible for the animals to sing the well-known symphony or recite
prominent poets’ works. The verbs also add to the absurdity of the story: “screech out” means
making noise; “honk” literally refers to the loud noise made by a goose; “mock” has a negative
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connotation of imitation and incapable of producing original works. The deliberate juxtaposition of these negative verbs and the elegant artistic pieces makes the scene comic. Despite
the extreme similarity in their experiments’ extent of absurdity, instead of appreciating each
other’s taste, Moonie and Maggie ironically despise their counterparts’ bizarre works. Maggie
calls Moonie’s worm “a pittance,” while Moonie considers Maggie’s animals as “stupid reptile[s]”
without “artistic discernment.” This mutual contempt is not due to their aesthetic discrepancy,
but rather their different political standpoints, which have been demonstrated in the previous scene.
Chin depicts the political disagreement between these two female scientists through their
failed date, in which Maggie recites several derogatory and exaggerated propagandas about
the United States, and Moonie recalls China’s recent historical failings. This ridiculous dating
process is a hyperbolic illustration of the conflicts between American and Chinese cultures
through situational irony. Since during the first encounter Maggie and Moonie skip a couple of
supposedly important panels on sub-Saharan diseases, and “make exquisite passionate romping,” readers would expect their date at the second day of the love affair to be affectional and
impassioned. Yet in Chin’s work, Maggie keeps emphasizing the ideological differences between
China and the United States, making demeaning statements like “you have nothing majestic
enough to rival [the Forbidden Palace] in your feudal American past,” “if Bush has gonads, he
would erect something of this scale to keep out the Mexican barbarians,” and “we’re going to
destroy you American blowhards and squish you like gnats at the Olympics.” Maggie acrimoniously points out the problems of American history: it is lack of prominent historical sites;
though American claims to be a liberal capitalist state, its past exploitation of the slaves is by no
means better than the feudal system’s exploitation of the serfs; and its borderland with Mexico
is always controversial. The humiliating language choice and sexual undertone are humorous
means through which the bitter criticism of American history is delivered. Meanwhile, to rebut
Maggie’s declaration, Moonie silently repeats China’s historical failings. The italicizing phrases
repeating “red guards” and “gang of four” without blanks create a facetious and hysteric feeling
of yelling. Besides the humorous expression, these phrases are used to criticize Chinese history.
Therefore, the nonsensical and exaggerated scenes employ irony as a tool to revisit the traumatic history and expose the failings of individuals and societies, as the facetious date unveils
the failures of both Chinese and American histories. Given the incompatibility between their
political viewpoints, Maggie and Moonie unpleasantly break up. The queer desire as a bridge
between them eventually collapses. Though Moonie replies to Maggie’s message and thinks
about a long-distance relationship, the worm’s loss of harmony ends the story in an abrupt and
inauspicious way. This loss of melody can be read as an omen for Maggie and Moonie’s relationship: the worms begin with a spontaneous singing, resembling their serendipitous erotic
encounter. Yet the sound devolves into a cacophony, similar to the eventual breakup of their
relationship. Therefore, throughout the passage, Chin employs irony to examine the failures of
American and Chinese histories, as well as the failure of Maggie and Moonie’s intimate relationship. These failures get a glimpse into the awkward situation Asian Americans face. On one
hand, they struggle against the issue of nationality, as Moonie has to confront the problems of
the United States and recall the failure of China simultaneously. On the other hand, the queer
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narrative which seeks for an alternative to the “traditional national icon” fails, illustrated by the
determined breakup of the intimate relationship. As Berlant and Freeman note, queer relationship can be a counter narrative to the conventional, official and heteronormative understanding
of the nation (170, 1992). In Moonie’s case, neither the national discourse nor the counterpublic
narrative accommodates the existence of Asian Americans.
Similar to “Singing Worm,” Gina Apostol’s piece “Cunanan’s Wake” also uses the tactic of irony to
relate the Asian American predicament, yet Apostol describes the failed homosexual experience as a failure to align with heteronormativity. The story is based on Versace’s murder by the
Filipino American Andrew Cunanan. By narrating a seemingly absurd story of a group of Filipino villagers conducting a series of activities surrounding the killer they do not know, Apostol
demonstrates Asian American’s status of double alienation through the themes of modern traumas of migration and homophobia. The first irony occurs in the villagers’ response to the news
of Versace’s death. When reading the news headline, Benedicto’s initial response is that the killer
is “from our province,” and the killer’s surname Cunanan reflects a Filipino identity. This response
is not common when reading news related to murder – people are expected to avoid being
associated with the killer, as the killer is violating rules of the society and depriving an innocent
man of his life. Considering that Cunanan is born and raised in the United States, it is ridiculous for the Filipinos living on the opposite side of the Pacific Ocean to claim kin with him and
compliment him as a national hero. Due to the prevalent image of violent adventure as a test of
manhood, violence becomes an inseparable component of masculinity; Cunanan’s murder of
an eminent person and escape from the search of FBI, the most powerful anticrime agency in
the world, cater to the mental state of the Filipinos. Therefore, they proudly salute that it “takes a
Filipino to escape the FBI —that’s a Pinoy for you,” and acclaim that “long live Cunanan.”
The more ironic part comes when the Filipinos realize that Cunanan is in reality gay. Pig abruptly
breaks his fellow Filipinos’ celebration of Cunanan’s heroism and courage by noting that “even
if he is a queer.” This fragmented sentence is made up by the writer’s conscious decision: the
main clause is omitted, yet Pig’s usage of the adverbial clause of concession implies that being
queer is disgraceful, since the phrase “even if” suggests that the content after this phrase mitigates the credibility of the main clause. Though the Filipinos decide to agree with Budoy who
defends Cunanan since his son Joey is gay as well, the discovery of Cunanan’s queerness suddenly renders them to dissociate from Cunanan. They turn to consider Cunanan not as a Filipino
brother, but rather “an American killer, and an American problem,” since “America had brought
him up.” Therefore, the discovery of Cunanan’s queerness suddenly transforms his image from a
masculine national figure to a scandalous one dispelled by the Filipinos. Queerness becomes a
more explicit derogatory term when the Filipinos hear about Cunanan’s death. They intentionally call this death “a homosexual death” to express their anger and disappointment at Cunanan’s
suicide, since they expect him to demonstrate the Filipino masculinity by showing defiance to
the FBI. The fact that Cunanan dies “like a coward in a ship’s hold” violates the Filipinos’ expectation. Therefore, homosexuality in the Filipino context represents cowardliness, disgrace, and
failure. The ironic storyline that Cunanan transforms from a hero to a coward due to his sexuality
implies the Filipinos’ psyche to associate homosexuality with failure, plausibly due to the sociocultural background that the Philippines is a relatively homophobic and conservative country.
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Through irony, Apostol conveys a sorrowful and depressive quandary Asian Americans are
confronting: they are disclaimed by both the United States and their countries of origin. On one
hand, Cunanan faces the disavowal of the states. Though he was born and raised in the United
States, the FBI’s search of him represents a disavowal by his compatriots. In a legislative sense,
the criminals are deprived of their rights, therefore considered as less citizens. On the other
hand, his Filipino kin also rejects him because they recognize the American and homosexual
parts of his identity.
Both “Singing Worm” and “Cunanan’s Wake” speak to each other in terms of their description
of queer failure through the lens of irony. The failed diasporic queer figures confront the double alienation from both the United States and the Asian countries. Yet these two texts have
different conceptions of failure, one as an unsuccessful attempt to provide a cohesive counter
narrative to the Western value and the other as a failure to align with the homophobic Asian culture. To be specific, “Singing Worm” describes absurd experimental creatures, facetious dating
processes, and ridiculous conversations to open up a comic yet serious discussion of the problems in American and Chinese histories. The conflict of histories leads to the ultimate breakup
of Maggie and Moonie’s relationship. This breakup of a queer relationship in “Singing Worm”
opposes the utopian imagination of a queer narrative, which aims at providing an alternative
narrative to the traditional notion of the Eurocentric and heteronormative nation-state. In an
ideal sense, the relationship of Moonie and Maggie can transcend the national boundary and
unite them together. However, in reality these two characters fail to mitigate their political
differences, and their relationship is determined to come to an end implied by Moonie’s earthworms’ loss of harmony. In contrast, “Cunanan’s Wake” uses irony to depict the Filipino’s perception of Cunanan as a national hero to a homosexual coward due to the heterosexual norms in
the Philippines. The perception of Cunanan in “Cunanan’s Wake” reflects the direct rejection of
homosexuality in relatively conservative Asian countries. Though Cunanan’s sympathizer Budoy
justifies that it is better for Cunanan to take his own life than “be shot down like a wild boar,”
since the suicide does not conform to the Filipinos’ expectation of a masculine adventure, they
associate Cunanan’s failure with his identity as homosexual. Despite the different forms of queer
failure, these texts share a common purpose: they both reveal Asian Americans’ struggle.
In sum, Gina Apostol’s “Cunanan’s Wake” and Marilyn Chin’s “Singing Worm” are two texts that
use irony to narrate the failed queer experiences of Asian Americans. The authors use delighted and humorous scenes to force readers to revisit the traumas, power differences and social
prejudices in Asian American history and unveil the dilemma of double alienation Asian Americans are facing. These two texts diversify and complicate the scope of Asian American literature
as they offer a possibility to read Asian American in-betweenness not through a language of
grievance, historical injustice, or tragedy. They also break the utopian imagination of queerness
in writing and force readers to examine the nuanced role failure plays in power dynamics. This
disruptive narrative can be an alternative means to interpret minority discourse and literature.
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Modern Japanese liberalism was heavily influenced by European enlightenment thought, so
much so that some consider it to be a European import at its core1. This seems plausible, given
that the first recorded words for liberty and freedom (jiyu) as well as peoples’ rights (minken)
surfaced in the 1870s as a wave of Westernization swept over Japan2. Although ‘liberalism’ itself
is a term that is broad and not easily defined, in Japan it had several core characteristics: some
recognition of the importance of individuals, a belief in free speech and thought, as well as
support for the expansion of political participation in society3. However, Japanese liberalism
has long been considered problematic due to its tendency to accommodate the seemingly
antitheticalanti-thetical principles of imperialism and nationalism4. As such, Japanese liberalism
is not true liberalism, but a problematic form of liberalism5. In recent years, revisionist scholars
have put forth yet another line of argument, claiming that this is a problem inherent in the very
concept of European liberalism itself6. Hence, Japan’s situation is not unique.
How then should we begin to understand Japanese liberalism? Should we trace its roots back to
Europe or should we focus on the evolution of this concept in Japan itself? In this essay, I propose that the development of Japanese liberalism was fueled by patriotism, not unlike that in
Europe. Although European liberal tradition had a moral foundation, its evolution reflected the
importance of national self-interests as in Japan. However, the manifestations of Japan’s patriotism were indeed unique. Japan aspired to prove that she deserved equal status and treatment
as a world power and aimed to eventually overtake the West (defined here as Europe and the
United States). Thus, the global phenomenon of national self-interest accounts for the similar
1 Quoted in Tomoko Akami, “Nation, state, empire and war: Problems of liberalism in modern Japanese
history and beyond”, Japanese Studies 25, no. 2, (2005): 119-140, doi: 10.1080/10371390500226043, 125
2 Chushichi Tsuzuki, The Pursuit of Power in Modern Japan 1825-1995, (New York: Oxford University
Press Inc., 2000)
3 Eiko M Siniawer, “Liberalism undone: Discourses on Political Violence in Inter-war Japan”, Modern
Asian Studies 45, no. 4, (2011): 973-1002. doi:10.1017/S0026749X09000067, 974
4 Charles Nelson Spinks, “The Liberal Myth in Japan”, Pacific Affairs 15, no. 4, (1942): 450-456, 455
5 Akami, “Nation, state, empire and war: Problems of liberalism in modern Japanese history and beyond”,
121
6 Ibid., 124
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developmental trajectories of liberalism in both Europe and Japan. Since the nature of these
considerations differed in Europe and Japan, the exact form that liberalism assumed in both
regions differed in several key respects. In order to illustrate this point, I will discuss the case of
Ozaki Yukio (1858 – 1954), the ‘god of [Japan’s] constitution’7. As a Japanese patriot and a lifelong supporter of British liberalism, Ozaki presents an interesting case in point to illustrate how
Japan’s aspirations towards world leadership led to notable discrepancies between Japanese
and Western liberalism.
Ozaki Yukio was widely known as a Japanese liberal in Western circles and at home8. He was Japan’s longest-serving parliamentarian, elected 25 times in total and holding important positions
such as the Minister for Justice, Minister for Education and Mayor of Tokyo9. Ozaki is also credited as one of the main contributors to constitutionalism in Japan during the Meiji era10. Despite
his long-running involvement in politics, Ozaki never rose to the highest ranks of government
because he was a voice of dissension11. He lived in the United States and Britain on separate
occasions due to exile or for fear of losing his life12. It was while he was living in Kent, England,
in 1933 that Ozaki published his prescient essay, ‘Japan at the Crossroads: An outspoken warning to the people of the world’. In it, he discusses the prospect of a second World War and urges
Japan to promote international collaboration and disarmament to avoid another catastrophic
global conflict. While this may appear as the “swan song of Japanese liberalism in foreign affairs”13 and further consolidate Ozaki’s reputation as a leading liberal, there is more to his worldview than what we can extract from this source. As such, I will also study Ozaki’s autobiography
to provide a clearer picture of how his brand of liberalism transitioned in tandem with as well as
independently of that in Europe.
Liberal imperialism in the late 19th century
In his earlier years, Ozaki espoused a form of liberal nationalism that borrowed heavily from
British liberal imperialist ideals. Ozaki’s adoption of the British liberal framework as a foundation
for his own views reflected a keen desire to raise Japan’s status and put an end to the unfair
treatment the Great Powers inflicted on her. Since Britain was one of the standard-bearers at the
time for an advanced society, he chose to emulate her liberal model.

7 Douglas H. Mendel, Jr., “Ozaki Yukio: Political Conscience of Modern Japan”, The Far Eastern Quarterly
15, No. 3, (1956): 343-356, 350
8 “One of Japan’s Great Men”, The Japan Chronicle, (Kobe, Japan), Feb. 23, 1933, 245
9 Yukio Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, trans. Fujiko Hara (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton
University Press, 2001), xv
10 “One of Japan’s Great Men”, 246
11 Mendel, Jr., “Ozaki Yukio: Political Conscience of Modern Japan”, 355
12 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 103, 383
13 P. J. International Affairs (Royal Institute of International Affairs 1931-1939) 13, no. 1 (1934): 135.
doi:10.2307/2604000
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Liberal nationalism was seen as the new patriotism of ‘Enlightenment’ times14. This view started gaining traction in the mid-19th century, when Japan was forced to open up and abandon
its isolationist policy15. Originating as a British import, liberal nationalism was championed by
prominent intellectuals such as Fukuzawa Yukichi in his advocacy for Westernization16. Britain’s
liberal imperialist mindset in the late 19th century was based on civilizational confidence and
racist contempt for subjected populations17. The privileged position she occupied on the international stage led her to think of herself as a moralizing agent; on the other hand, it also contributed to the idea that imperialism was a prerequisite for national honour and power—a view
to which France subscribed18.
Japanese liberals accepted the imperialism exemplified by Britain as yet another prerequisite for
world power status19, although they differed in their prescriptions of how Japan should act on
this notion of liberal imperialism. Ozaki himself studied under Fukuzawa20, and was influenced
by British Victorian literature from an early age21. Like Fukuzawa, Ozaki believed that Japan’s
standing depended on its ability to establish an empire22. In addition, Ozaki embraced the moral
justifications for empire as a means of spreading ‘civilisation’ (Oxford article on Britain and India)
and thereby showing that Japan was a strong nation—an understanding that was aligned with
Yoshino Sakuzō, another leading thinker steeped in German liberal traditions who believed that
Japan could gain equal standing with the West by being a strong nation23. Ozaki’s approach
towards Japanese militarism in China during the pre-World War I era is an apt exemplar of
this point.
Ozaki was one of the frontrunners in the late 19th century calling for Japanese conquest in
China. The motivations behind this stance were to show Japan’s military strength, spread
‘civilizing’ ideals as well as acquire overseas territory. In 1884, Ozaki made a trip to China while
he was still a correspondent for the Japanese newspaper Hōchi Shinbun24. At the time, tensions
14 Quoted in Erica Benner, “Japanese national doctrines in international perspective”, in Nationalisms in
Japan, ed. Naoko Shimazu (New York: Routledge, 2006), 9
15 Benner, “Japanese national doctrines in international perspective”, 33
16 Tsuzuki, The Pursuit of Power in Modern Japan 1825-1995, 78
17 Jennifer Pitts, A Turn to Empire: The rise of Imperial Liberalism in Britain and France (Princeton and
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2005), 14-15 and 18
18 Ibid., 12
19 Benner, “Japanese national doctrines in international perspective”, 33
20 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 21
21 Oleg Benesch, “Patriotism, Virtue, and the Clash of Civilities in Japanese”, in Civilized Emotions: Concepts in Nineteenth Century Asia and Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), 257
22 Benner, “Japanese national doctrines in international perspective”, 33
23 Akami, “Nation, state, empire and war: Problems of liberalism in modern Japanese history and beyond”,
132
24 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 76
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that eventually led to the Sino-French War (1884 – 1885) were building up. A close reading of
Ozaki’s autobiography is illuminating here. Observing the “great confusion”25 in China’s military
preparations and the “Chinese predilection for hyperbole”26 that distorted their thinking, Ozaki
concluded that “the fever of China worship [in Japan] had to be cooled down”27. This experience
made Ozaki believe that China was weak, and that the esteem that China enjoyed in Japan was
unwarranted. Indeed, in order to “cure the Chinese of the arrogance they maintained in spite of
their lack of real power and their state of disorder, and to cure the Japanese of their excessive
veneration of China, the two countries would have to fight it out”28. Here, Ozaki advocated the
use of military force to conquer China in order to teach them a lesson. This reveals his belief that
Japan was a more capable and qualified nation than China, which he characterized as “the most
cowardly nation in the globe”29. It was his simultaneous disdain for China and confidence in
Japan’s superiority that led him to advocate for an incursion into China. Moreover, Ozaki initially
thought that Japan, Korea and China should “jointly prepare for aggression against the West”30
to end the unfair treaties that were imposed on Japan, and the East in general. However, after
this trip to China, he came to believe that Japan had to “first form an alliance with China and
Korea and guide them…so that they should not be left to the mercy of the Western powers”31.
By framing Japan’s intervention as a benevolent form of “guidance” that would liberate the East
from the control of the Great Powers, Ozaki was co-opting early 19th century justifications for
empire in Britain. In particular, James Mill, the father of John Stuart Mill and a leading reformer
in 19th century Britain, wrote about India in the same fashion. While Indian civilization enjoyed
widespread respect in the West due to its deep roots in antiquity, Mill undermined this view in
The History of British India by portraying the Indians as barbarians of weak character32. Britain
thus had the moral imperative to introduce them to “the light” based on the enlightenment that
Britain herself had achieved33. This would free the people from corruption and provide them
a more beneficial form of rule. Ozaki, too, believed that Japanese intervention in China would
bring her out of corruption, ignorance and arrogance, thus improving the lives of the Chinese
overall34. This also reflected the wider discourse in Japan of bringing ‘civilization’ to China, just

25 Ibid., 78
26 Ibid., 79
27 Ibid., 77
28 Ibid., 79
29 “Mr Ozaki Yukio”, The Japan Weekly Mail, (Tokyo, Japan), Nov. 23, 1895, 549
30 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 80
31 Ibid., 80
32 Karuna Mantena, “The Crisis of Liberal Imperialism”, Histoire@Politique 11, no.2, 2010, doi:10.3917/
hp.011.0002.
33 Ibid
34 Ibid., 81
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as the West had brought ‘civilization’ to Japan35. Thus, national pride and self-confidence played
similar roles in inspiring imperialist tendencies in British and Japanese liberalism during the late
19th century.
It is important to note that Ozaki is not called a ‘liberal imperialist’ in this essay, but a liberal
nationalist. The distinction lies in his motivations for acquiring colonies—the additional belief
that imperialism was a precondition to elevate Japan’s status so that she may be recognized as
a world power. Ozaki had argued that southern Manchuria and Taiwan should be taken by the
Japanese as spoils of war, and that the military should be prepared to seize much of the coastal
provinces in China should the Qing Dynasty crumble in the process of the war36. This aggressive
attitude was also reflected in Ozaki’s hardline stance against the Triple Intervention after the
war in China. The Triple Intervention consisted of Germany, France and Russia, who stepped in
to oppose China’s secession of the Liaotung Peninsula to Japan37. Eventually, Japan acceded to
the Great Powers, provoking Ozaki to demand an impeachment of the government38. A close
reading of Ozaki’s writing is useful here. He argued that “the weak-kneed diplomacy of the
government only “made the public and nation afraid of the West, which would encourage the
insidious custom of self-imposed servility””39. For Ozaki, the loss of the Liaotung Peninsula was a
blow to Japan’s newly-acquired dominance. He feared that it would make the Japanese accept
a position of deference to Europe, when what he envisioned was a Japan that was held in the
same regard as the West. Moreover, Japan’s acquiescence was ‘equivalent to bringing disgrace
to the Emperor and the country at large40. Japanese national pride was evidently an important
factor in Ozaki’s conception of military conquest, more so than Britain’s liberal imperialist model
of utility and the spread of civilisation41. This can be attributed to Britain’s stable position as a
world power, compared to Japan’s unenviable reputation as a backward and barbaric society—
one that she endeavoured to shake off.
This national pride and strong patriotism, combined with a desire to ‘free’ China from its backwardness, was a manifestation of Japanese liberal nationalist thought at the turn of the 20th
century. As illustrated above, this adopted the British liberal imperialistic mindset of providing a
‘civilising’ influence in barbaric countries. However, it was undergirded by the additional motivation to prove Japan’s worth. At a time when Japan was still struggling with the unequal treaties
imposed by Europe and the United States, Japanese liberal thinkers such as Ozaki were committed to building Japan up towards Great Power status. For Ozaki specifically, this meant Japan
35 Oleg Benesch, “Patriotism, Virtue, and the Clash of Civilities in Japanese”, 253
36 Stewart Lone, Army, Empire and Politics in Meiji Japan: The Three Careers of General Katsura Tarō
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000)
37 Tsuzuki, The Pursuit of Power in Modern Japan 1825-1995, 130-131
38 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 153
39 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 152
40 “Mr. Ozaki Yukio Interviewed by Colonel Cockerill”, The Japan Weekly Mail, (Tokyo: japan) Aug. 31,
1933, 226
41 Mantena, “The Crisis of Liberal Imperialism”
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had to take the lead in improving and leading Eastern nations so that they could come together
and confront the West. Militarism and force in China were necessary to ensure that the East was
strong as a whole like Japan. This would contribute towards the ultimate aim of liberating the
East, and Japan in particular, from the West’s hegemony. Thus, Ozaki’s liberalism in this early era
was shaped by Japan’s inferiority and perceived subjugation by the West. His love for his country motivated him to call for the emulation of British liberal imperialism. He believed this would
enhance Japan’s standing and ultimately empower her to demand equal treatment on the
international stage.
Liberal internationalism in the 20th century
The turn of the 20th century saw a rapid rise in Japan’s prestige on the world stage after her surprise victory in the Russo-Japanese war and contribution to Britain’s navy in World War I42. This
inspired a new confidence in the nation. Seeing herself as a legitimate power, Japan began to
align herself more with international standards and the expectations. At the same time, however, she began to feel dissatisfied with the intractable subordinate status she was accorded as a
freshly minted power, especially in her relations with Britain42.
It was against this backdrop of newly-attained recognition from Britain and the West as a world
power that Ozaki’s rhetoric shifted to a more liberal internationalist tone. He espoused a worldview that seemed to be in complete opposition to his earlier beliefs. His writing in “Japan at the
Crossroads: An Outspoken Warning to the People of the World” exemplifies a very different set
of beliefs in disarmament and international collaboration. Ozaki promotes this approach as a
means of allowing Japan to lead Europe, the United States and the rest of the world.
The shift in Ozaki’s liberal outlook mirrors a change in global liberalism in the interwar period
(1918-1939). World War I was the first total war fought on the home front in Europe, and resulted in an unprecedented death toll. In the aftermath of the war, a new international order was
established that eschewed violence while recognizing the importance of mutual understanding
on the world stage. British liberalism made a similar transition from imperialism to internationalism as a project to shake off the nation’s past43 and to ensure peace through collective security. Britain initially came to see disarmament as a preferable alternative to militarism, due to
compelling observations such as the better survival of small states in the Great War than world
powers44. Rather than military power, then, Britain would advocate the force of international
law, disarmament as well as transparent and ‘rational’ diplomacy45. On the whole, an internationalist agenda seemed better suited to protecting national stability and security. The popular

42 Harumi Goto-Shibata, “Internationalism and Nationalism: Anti-Western sentiments in Japanese foreign
policy debates, 1918-1922”, in Nationalisms in Japan, ed. Naoko Shimazu (New York: Routledge, 2006), 69
43 Michael Pugh, Liberal Internationalism : The Interwar Movement for Peace in Britain, (Palgrave McMillan UK, 2012), 12
44 Arnold J. Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs 1932, (London: Oxford, University Press, 1933), 184
45 Pugh, Liberal Internationalism : The Interwar Movement for Peace in Britain, 13
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belief that “world loyalty must grow out of patriot loyalty”46 highlighted the primacy of national
considerations that remained at the forefront of Britain’s initial eagerness to embrace this new
form of liberalism.
Ozaki’s liberalism assumed this internationalist posture as he called for international disarmament and a turn to safeguarding collective interests. Living in England at the time of writing Japan at the Crossroads,47 Ozaki likely engaged with British liberal influences and channeled them
into this source, which I will be examining more closely. The patriotism that motivated Britain is
reflected here as the driving force behind the transformation of Ozaki’s liberalism. However, his
specific line reasoning in support of internationalism differed from Britain’s. In his view, internationalism was not just a defensive measure. It would allow Japan to surpass the Great Powers
and become a leader in her own right.
Ozaki believed that multilateral alliances and disarmament would disproportionately benefit Japan as a small nation, thus ensuring Japan’s self-preservation and enabling her to take the lead
internationally. Collaboration between nations would minimize Japan’s vulnerabilities and increase her legitimacy as a world power. In Japan at the Crossroads, Ozaki was keenly aware of the
disadvantages that Japan faced due to its small size. “Japan may be equal in military strength to
any Power in Europe or America, but she is poorer than they are in wealth and territory… is it
not better for her, therefore, to encourage the nations to use the lands and wealth of the world
for the good of all?”48. Here, Ozaki acknowledges that there are some physical constraints from
which Japan, for all her effort, will not be able to break free. Europe and America would always
have the upper hand in this regard. As such, the best way for Japan to maintain her position
of strength in the world was to build international consensus and facilitate cooperation. In a
collaborative rather than competitive environment, Japan’s economic and territorial inferiority
to be of little consequence, reducing the handicaps on Japan’s ability to lead the world. Additionally, by “taking advantage of the progressive tendency of civilization, [Japan would] become
a pioneer for the “Open Door” policy”49. As Ozaki saw it, the world would eventually progress to
a point where international collaboration became the norm. The strong vested interests that
Japan had for supporting such a world order should push it to take the lead, so that it can be
“looked upon as a benefactor of mankind and win the respect of the whole world”50.
On the other hand, disarmament and anti-militarism would bolster Japan’s position vis à vis Europe and America, especially in the event of another war. Ozaki writes, “in the event of a foreign
invasion, [small] countries [that lack military strength and have no wish to possess it] suffer less

46 Quoted in Pugh, Liberal Internationalism : The Interwar Movement for Peace in Britain, 11
47 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 383
48 Ozaki Yukio, Japan at the Crossroads (London, P.S. King & Son, Ltd., 1933), 49
49 Ibid., 50
50 Quoted from The Nippon Times in Ian Neary, The Buraku Issue and Modern Japan: The Career of Matsumoto Jiichiro, (London and New York : Routledge, 2010), 135
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than Great Powers, because they are unable to offer as much resistance”51. The logic of this argument was that pacifist nations would engage in less fighting before surrendering, saving them
the human and economic costs of full engagement in war. In addition to disarmament, Ozaki
believed that Japan stood to gain by adopting neutrality and anti-militarism. “If Japan were to
maintain its neutrality in the case of war in Europe, it would be well-positioned to become a
main actor in the Orient—indeed in the world. With this god-sent opportunity, we would have
to be mad to want to share the destruction that will befall Europe”52. In Ozaki’s view, Japan had
the special privilege of being able to choose whether to engage in another potential war, since
the Powers would only “humor” her at worst53. Europe’s experiences of World War I also influenced Ozaki’s views on anti-militarism. Upon visiting Europe in 1918, Ozaki commented, “what
fools we humans are to create such destruction in the name of nations, heedless that it is part of
the process of destroying our own country and with it all mankind”54. The consequences of war
could not be justified for a patriot, and now internationalist, like Ozaki. Moreover, the rise of air
power would only increase the devastation that war would bring55,56. Thus, Ozaki’s radical departure from his previously militarist stance can be explained by a desire to protect his country and
its privileged status, as well as the bleaker prospects of all-out war in the modern era.
As such, once Japan had earned her place as a respected world power, Ozaki sought ways to
maintain it. Given the changing times and global order, he saw disarmament and international
collaboration as the most viable means of leading Europe and America. As these happened to
be tenets of liberal internationalism, Ozaki’s pragmatism and patriotism led him to become a
liberal internationalist.
The shift in Ozaki’s liberalism from nationalist to internationalist also stemmed from a desire
to encourage the Japanese to distinguish themselves from the degenerating and inconsistent
Great Powers. Ozaki saw the growing nationalism in Europe as a sign of European weakness. The
inconsistency of Britain and the other Great Powers in promoting the agenda of disarmament
at the 1932 World Disarmament Conference57 also attracted his criticism. By this time, liberal
internationalism in Britain was splintering as the threat of war loomed near58. As such, Ozaki
assumed the role of a political conscience that encouraged Japan to take the high road of internationalism, rather than jump on Europe’s bandwagon to destruction.

51 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 47
52 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 404
53 Ibid., 404
54 Ibid., 325
55
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56 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 32
57 Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs 1932, 182
58 Pugh, Liberal Internationalism : The Interwar Movement for Peace in Britain, 81
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Firstly, in Japan at the Crossroads, Ozaki critiques the short-sightedness of the Great Powers’
push for national self-determination after World War I. “They advocated the right of self-determination for nations by encouraging nationalism; but the ideal held up today is internationalism
that does not harmonize with narrow nationalism. It is the latter that leads to anti-foreignism,
selfishness and self-satisfaction, which are the real causes of economic difficulties and political
dissensions”59. Moreover, both Europe and America had become more nationalist after the first
World War (Ozaki, p.14). This suggests that the West had promulgated a flawed and unsustainable international order after World War I. Not only did they fail to prevent the build-up of
nationalistic passions that led up to the Great War in previous aggressor states, they encouraged
the growth of these same sentiments within their borders. Indeed, the world was turning towards nationalism in the 1930s, and in particular, Europe was exhibiting economic nationalism
as a response to the Great Depression60. Like Ozaki, “men and women all over the world were seriously contemplating and frankly discussing the possibility that the Western system of Society
might break down and cease to work”61. Britain had been at the center of this system and was
exhibiting signs of crisis62. Leading liberal internationalists were still making bold and idealistic
statements that Britain should consider fulfilling international interests as a show of patriotism,
although they failed to act on them63. Ozaki borrowed some of this reasoning, writing that the
world needed to “broaden the idea of [narrow] nationalism such that it becomes compatible
with Internationalism”64. Ozaki co-opts rhetoric from the British to show that the Western powers were blindly living by the outdated principle of nationalism65. He thus juxtaposes himself as
an enlightened voice of reason, urging Japan to fill this current vacuum in internationalism left
by a feeble West in order to assume world leadership.
Next, Ozaki attacks the Great Powers, Britain in particular, for their inconsistency in applying and
advancing international law. In Japan at the Crossroads, he expresses the view that small nations
were disproportionately impacted and needed more effective and just leadership that Japan
could provide. During the 1930s, British liberal internationalists were becoming more divided,
especially in the League of Nations66. Policymakers were realizing that their internationalist push
for collective security of nations as a means of maintaining the peace ultimately required the
presence of military force to ensure accountability67. Thus, liberal internationalists splintered
59 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 14
60 Alfred F. Havighurst, Britain in Transition: The Twentieth Century, (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1985), 237
61 Arnold J. Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs 1931, (London: Oxford, University Press, 1932), 3
62 Havighurst, Britain in Transition: The Twentieth Century, 229
63 Havighurst, Britain in Transition: The Twentieth Century, 246
64 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 29
65 Ozaki, The Autobiography of Ozaki Yukio, 387
66 Pugh, Liberal Internationalism : The Interwar Movement for Peace in Britain, 80
67 Ibid., 68
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and began to see disarmament as unviable68. This led to a half-hearted pursuit of disarmament
led by Europe and the United States through the League of Nations. The double standards
inherent in such policies provoked a backlash from even the most ardent admirers of the West
amongst Japanese liberals, who criticized the West as ‘unjust’ in much of their writing during the
interwar period69. Ozaki criticizes the West for “[being] suspicious of one another”, “victims to the
old delusion that victory in war spells gain”70. Until they “abandon the warlike spirit”, discussions
on disarmament would never produce results, no matter how high-level they are70. While the
West advocated multilateral collaboration and mutual trust, the truth was that they had never
gotten past their old desires for national superiority at the expense of others. Their claims did
not match up to their true vested interests, rendering all such disarmament arguments farcical.
The same pattern of hypocrisy repeated itself in economic policy and arbitration of international law71. For Ozaki, the larger nations such as those in the West may be able to act in this way
due to their size and relative self-sufficiency. However, Japan cannot due to her size. Instead, she
should “help the weak and small nations” to “lead the way along the road to Greater Justice”72.
As a nation that has experienced the existential threats of a small and vulnerable nation, Japan’s
interests were aligned with those of small nations and she would be in the best position to promote equal treatment for them, as well as justice. Thus, Ozaki singles out Europe and America’s
faults as large powers to carve out a niche for Japan in leading small nations. This was part of his
bid to distinguish Japan’s leadership role from that of the West and thereby assert Japan’s claim
to dominance more convincingly.
In sum, patriotism was an important factor that motivated a seemingly polar shift in Japanese
liberalism from liberal nationalism to liberal internationalism. This was not a motivation unique
to Japan, as evinced from the British case. The common drive to maximize national interests led
to liberalism in both countries to share a common developmental trajectory, from imperialism
to internationalism. However, the competitive relations that Japan had with Britain and the West
caused Japanese liberalism to diverge from Western traditions in several key respects. This is
because liberal intellectuals championed specific causes that were most conducive to increasing Japan’s global influence, and not necessarily applicable to the European context. In particular, Japan adopted more self-glorifying forms of liberalism to establish herself as a deserving
world power and in a bid to surpass the Great Powers as a world leader. Thus, it is too simplistic
to characterize Japanese liberalism as a straight European import. It is also inaccurate to say
that deficiencies inherent in Japanese society or culture led to the problematic co-existence of
liberalism and undesirable ideologies such as nationalism. Rather, we have to appreciate that
the transformation of modern Japanese liberalism from the late 19th to the 20th century is the
product of patriotism, a trend which can be generalized on one hand to other countries such
68 Toynbee, Survey of International Affairs 1932, 211
69 Goto-Shibata, “Internationalism and Nationalism: Anti-Western sentiments in Japanese foreign policy
debates, 1918-1922”, 66
70 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 43
71 Ibid., 39, 44
72 Ozaki, Japan at the Crossroads, 50
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as Britain; but which is also unique, on the other hand, to the specific country context of Japan.
As with most issues that generate historical debate, a more nuanced view is required to understand Japanese liberalism that accounts for both its European roots and uniquely Japanese
influences.
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ON THE ETHICS OF ETHNOGRAPHIC
D O C U M E N TA R Y O F M I G R A N T C H I N E S E W O R K E R S

AU T H O R : Y I F E I WA N G , D U K E U N I V E R S I T Y ‘ 19| E D I TO R S : C I N DY WA N G
Though informative and thought-provoking in its narration, ethnographic documentary raises
ethical concerns in its methodology. When studying Chinese ethnographic documentaries such
as Wheat Harvest by Xu Tong and Mardi Gras: Made in China by David Redmon, it is worthwhile
to question the ethical legitimacy of these filmmakers with regard to how they treat their subjects and what they show to the viewers through their portrayal of the horrid living conditions
of the migrant Chinese workers. On the one hand, the larger world would not have learned
about the Chinese labor rights issues facing rural migrant workers without such films. On the
other, these films are invasive in that they expose the workers to unintended consequences
and to potential dangers of increased social and economic isolation. In this paper, I argue that
the filmmakers are ultimately acting ethically and that the films are necessary for informing the
larger world about the hardships faced by these rural migrant Chinese workers. Although the
films may raise certain ethical issues, it is just as important, if not more important, that we as the
larger, ignorant audience learn about the lives of the migrant Chinese workers so that we may
take steps, through non-governmental organizations, to better the working conditions of these
migrant Chinese workers in the future to come.
Documentarians, when documenting the lives of these migrant Chinese workers, must decide
whether to further exploit a population that has already been subjected to harsh exploitation
by China’s rapidly growing economy. As Ying Qian notes in her article Just Images: Ethics and
Documentary Film in China, the “…legitimate use of hidden cameras, the aestheticization of suffering, and the parading of a ‘backward’ China to a supercilious or complacent western gaze” can
be seen as disrespectful and culturally-insensitive. At the Nanjing Forum, a platform for observers, scholars, and filmmakers of independent documentary in China, Wang Xiaolu notes that
“equal rights, consent and social contracts are the cornerstones of any kind of political or social
legitimacy,” however, to Lu Xinyu, “…the bifurcation of the Chinese society into the lower castes
and elites made it impossible for meaningful ‘contracts’ to be co-signed by individuals across the
social divide…such ‘contracts’ serve merely to protect filmmakers, while their subjects lacked
the wherewithal to enforce the contract if it is breached” and that“…there is a fundamental,
unbridgeable disconnect between the subaltern and the rest of society” (Qian, 2012).
While filming Wheat Harvest, Xu Tong did not state his purpose of filming when he interviewed
the migrant prostitute worker Hongmiao. When he completed the film, he did not show it
to the main characters, so they did not know which scenes would be included. After the film
premiered, it was revealed in a Chinese blogpost that Hongmiao contacted Xu Tong and reD U K E
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quested for its termination in mainland China. Gege, Hongmiao’s colleague at the prostitution
business, also contacted Xu Tong to express her frustration and anger over her portrayal. However, their demands were not met. In this scenario, not only were concerns of the subjects not
addressed, but there were no ‘social contracts’ established between the filmmaker and subjects.
Furthermore, the film at one point zooms in on Hongmiao’s ID, which certainly might place her
in a great deal of danger.

The camera zooms in on Hongmiao’s ID, exposing her privacy to the public. This also places
her in a great deal of danger, as prostitution is not legal in China. This scene shows a lack of
concern for the subject, whose privacy and safety are at the filmmaker’s disposal.

The scene reveals the conflict between Hongmiao and Gege. No wonder why
both Hongmiao and Gege were frustrated when they saw this!
On
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Hongmiao breaks down after she realizes her best friend and colleague
Gege betrays her by sleeping with her boyfriend.

Hongmiao is shown startled when she wakes up and sees a camera on her. The
director should have at least warned her about the filming prior to filming.

Through the ethnographic documentary Mardi Gras: Made in China, Redmon presents to the
audience the gruesome long-hour, low-wage work partaken in by young Chinese women in a
bead factory in Fuzhou, China. Before the interview, Redmon explained to the factory workers,
with the help of a translator, the purpose of the interview, the risk in partaking in the interview,
and the voluntary nature of participating in the interview. To protect the workers, he interviewed in-depth only those that had been scheduled to leave in one year: “I decide to focus my
interviews on four people who have already told me they plan to leave the factory at the end of
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the year. This way, workers who speak out against the factory conditions will be protected from
potential punishment that may result from the release of my ethnographic documentary. Additionally, Roger and I reach a complicated agreement that prohibits him from fining or punishing
workers who speak with me” (Redmon 2014, 24). However, such a ‘social contract’ does not guarantee an eternal protection to the workers, given the sadistic nature of the factory owner Roger
Wong, who is shown willing to suspend a month worth of wages if a worker is caught violating
his strict yet arbitrarily-defined rules. In his writing, Redmon recognizes these ethical challenges: “Nevertheless, living in such close proximity to the film’s characters poses numerous ethical
challenges. These include managing the various physical, moral, and emotional dangers found
in the circumstances of-and conflicts between-the people whose lives are being documented
under conditions of poverty and serious discipline, where threats of constantly being fined or
punished flourish” (Redmon 2014, 175). Nevertheless, he concludes that Mardi Gras: Made in
China is presented in a somewhat “verite, observational style, although the footage left on the
cutting-room floor tells a very different story of intervention, collaboration, and interaction by
the filmmaker…It becomes, instead, an edited reality of images, movement, and sounds assembled into a coherent whole that makes a sociological argument to the viewer over the course of
seventy-three minutes” (Redmon 2014, 175).
Although these films are invasive in their subjects’ lives, I argue that without them we cannot
hear the subaltern. As defined in “Subaltern China” by Wanning Sun, the “subalterns are not simply in a subordinate position to elites in social and economic terms. Rather, subalternity is about
being unable to access structures and institutions that would allow grievances to be recognized
and recognizable…[and] this lack renders the speech and writing of the subaltern illegible to
the ruling elites.” Meanwhile, it is important to note that “the silence of the subaltern is not literal
silence; it is more a blockage or aporia caused by the assumptions of Eurocentric liberal Enlightenment humanism.” Thus, the “subaltern cannot speak,” [is] not in the sense that the subaltern
cannot talk, but in the sense that they do not have the institutional means of having their voice
registered and recognized (Spivak 1988a, 306). Because subalterns speak outside the lines of
representation laid down by official institutions of representation, their speech does not have a
structure or institution where it can count, so it ultimately does not catch or hold” (Spivak 1996)”
(Sun 2014, 31).
In the age of internal migration, migrant workers are de-historicized and dehumanized (Sun
2014, 27). In the urban versus rural dichotomy maintained by the sociopolitical institutions, the
sociocultural history of one group of the subaltern—the migrant workers—who embody a resonance of two identities, one rural and one urban, is not and cannot be socially or politically categorized into either. By having “every Chinese citizen register at birth with the local authorities
as either an urban or a rural hukou holder of a particular fixed place” and failing to acknowledge
the potential for a dual-sociocultural identity, the system divides the population into two subject types with asymmetric power. Dislocated, the migrant workers are “spatially detached from
their home villages…[can] no longer be directly reached by the rural authority in their places of
origin…but at the same time…are considered outsiders by city officials and are not effectively brought under the urban control system. Without a clear structural position in the society,
migrants appear detached from the existing social system and become a people of prolonged
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liminality-belonging neither to the rural nor to the urban society” (Sun 2014, 27). Indeed, “in
both official and urban public discourse, the floating population is portrayed as an amorphous
flow of undifferentiated laborers without histories. Migrants are often referred to not as living
individuals with their own desires, dreams, and intentions, but as flocks of raw labor that can be
used or expelled at any time” (Sun 2014, 31). The ‘silenced’ subalterns whose dual-sociocultural identity and peculiar history are rejected by the social and political institutions simply do not
have the institutional means through which their voice can be registered and recognized.
The ‘silenced’ subaltern in the Mardi Gras beads factory in Fuzhou, China, should be the reason
that we, as ethnographers, academics, and advocates of human rights, embark on the journey
to discover, to document, and to bring about a change for the better. Redmon writes about the
limitations he faced with regard to the kinds of questions he could ask: “I’d hoped to carry out
my video ethnography project by having the translator interview workers while I record their
conversations. But my Tai Kuen chaperones follow me everywhere I go, monitoring who I talk to
and taking note of what is said. As a result, Ms. Zheng and I are limited to very basic questions:
How old are you? What do you think of America? Where are you from? What are you painting?”
(Sun 2014, 23) The human rights concerns raised in how the “factory managers illegally require
new workers to turn in their ID cards upon arrival” and “without their ID cards, the workers cannot find employment outside the factory…new workers must also sign a contract that forfeits
certain human rights such as number of working hours, rate of pay, and freedom of movement”
(Sun 2014, 31) should prompt us to raise our efforts in trying to hear the subalterns whose
words are otherwise silenced in the oppressive and unjust social structure. To be able to hear
the subaltern, “the people” need to be put back into accounts of history” and we should “trace,
excavate, and make a space where these previously suppressed and stifled voices can speak-talk
back-and demand the attention and action of the “rulers” (Sun 2014, 52).

The factory worker is afraid that she might be punished by Roger.
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The beads are toxic and harmful to the workers, yet Roger is saying that the
beads are all made of environmental-friendly materials!

Despite working 15-16 hours a day, the workers earn very little wage.
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Roger is willing to implement unreasonably harsh punishment.

“Lady workers are easier to control”
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We further note in Kochan’s paper Visual Representation of Internal Migration and Social
Change in China that artistry can be a very important medium through which the worker’s lives
are documented. As Kochan notes, “…This interlacing was echoed by many of the artists as they
articulated the social engagement role of art. These artists did not see themselves only as presenters, but also as social agents trying to move beyond the confines of the artistic and cultural
community. However, this venture would not be completed without the Chinese media’s and
society’s readiness to accommodate new insights and perspectives” (Kochan, 2009) and “The
role of the media as a channel for social change and its influence on public debate and policy
change have been explored in several studies about internal migration in China. Moreover, the
media played an important part in communicating various facets of the alternative discourse.
Many of the films, artworks, and projects discussed in this article had received popular and
media attention and coverage that coincided with the growing interest given to migration as a
major social issue…Commenting on the social importance of the works, writers and researchers
urged the public to see them not only as artistic creations. They dwelled on the social ramifications of the works, the involvement of the artists in society, and their need to portray social
issues and called for policy changes” (Kochan, 2009).
Lastly, let me conclude by comparing an artistic examination of lives and bodies, such as those
in these documentaries, to a medical examination of lives and bodies. In medicine, we see the
concept of biopower (Foucault, 1976) wherein the physician has all the knowledge and authority over the patient when it comes to taking data about the patient’s body and then prescribing
treatment plans. Is this asymmetrical positioning of power ethical? In western societies, physicians are required by law to adhere to HIPPA standards of privacy and patient protection. HIPPA
violations can result in physicians losing their license. Technically, there is a “social contract”
signed between the physician and the patient in which the physician are expected to prescribe
only the treatments that will, to her knowledge, deliver more benefit than harm and to protect
the patient’s privacy by not releasing his medical history without consent. Despite the asymmetric positioning of power, we need physicians because without them we would not even
know if we have cancer or not. In this sense, we are trading a little bit of our privacy for more
information over our bodies and more control over our health. Is it worth it to give up a little of
our personal freedom, with “social contracts” in place, while gaining more knowledge about our
health? I would say yes. Likewise, should we be concerned over violating certain ethical principles in filming when we learn through these films that the subjects are already being subjected
to a much more severe form of freedom infringement? I say not till we solve the human rights
violations first.
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B E N TO M Y T H : T H E A F F E C T I O N
W R A P P E D I N T H E M A G I C B OX

AU T H O R : X I N R A N WA N G , D U K E U N I V E R S I T Y, M A I N C R I T I C A L A S I A N
H U M A N I T I E S | E D I TO R S : C I N DY WA N G
This essay focuses on the relation between the bento, a specific object that is a combination of
the box and the meal inside, and the narrative or the language created around it. Bento, a portable take-out or home-packed lunch box common in Japanese life, can be traced back to Heian
period (around 794 to late twelfth century) (Anonymous, 2009, p.8-9.) and is now becoming a
symbol of a healthy and convenient life style for urban busy working class all around Asia.
The popularity of the bento in both real life and popular culture makes me wonder about its
meaning as an inseparable, nostalgic Japanese cultural objectification of desire.1 It also throws
some light on the new perspective to reconsider the aesthetics of the bento box and bento-making process as a commodity.
The Invention of Narrative
The materiality of the signifier is thus the displace repetition of the materiality of the lost material
body. In this sense, materiality is constituted in and through iterability.
——Judith Butler, Bodies That Matter
Theorizing the consumption of bento in popular culture invites following questions: How can
we narrate “bento?” What kind of socio-cultural significance does the narration and the invention of “bento” bear? To answer these questions, first I need to clarify the layers of meaning encompassed by “bento”: The first meaning of bento rises from the urgent need for nutritional and
convenient food to consume at the interval of one’s daily work. The first appearance of “bento,”
which originally only consisted of dried, well-cooked, salty rice ball for peasants and workers
to carry as their lunch, is a portable, time-saving and economical object supposedly providing
“quick energy.” The first episode of Binotsubo, an NHK documentary series based on Japanese
daily usage and consumption of aesthetic things and traditional culture, turns its camera to
bento culture. Traced back to hundreds of years ago, a bento store in Nihonbashi has preserved
the traditional high sodium, high carbon bento as Tokyo bento. With tamagoyaki, pickled sardine fries, champignon, sliced daikon, lotus root and chunked taro braised in copious amounts
of burgundy soy source and granulated sugar, the bento provides manual workers enough
sodium in their diet. In addition, the whole box of rice works as their energy source (Binotsubo,
1 “Longing” means yearning desire. And more detailed illustration of the objectification of desire, see Susan Stewart, On Longing, xii, for example, souvenir and collection
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episode 1). Those workers, ranging from fishermen, fish-sellers, to fire-fighters, constructers and
so on in the Taisho period (1912- 1926) contribute not only to Tokyo’s urbanization but also the
cultural continuity of the traditional bento. Hence, bento, inheriting its original meaning which
is given to it by the people, circulated among the people and played its role for the people, is
still an essential part of sustaining the working class wellness today.
The second meaning of bento lies in the relation between bento and nostalgia. “Nostalgia,” a
Greek word as a combination of “nostos/homecoming” and “algos/pain and longing,” builds up a
fantasy to store up the distant memory, sentiment of loss and replacement. Bento, as an object
related to the dream-like Auld Lang Syne, brings us repeatedly back to the past happiness to
taste the sense of longing. People are eager to revisit the past, just as they desire going back
home, and via this magical bento box, which wraps up memory in a tiny space like Doraemon’s
2
time machine, people can finally fulfill their longing for revisiting a different time. In terms of
bento, the boundary between time and space is ambiguous: the box itself can be seen as a tiny
space in which the containment and the special arrangement of food can trigger certain sentiments; meanwhile it is a holder for various time spots since people consume it repeatedly in a
certain period of time.
In the discourse of daily life, memories of food always relates to rituals involving eating, which
perhaps are marked by unusual or rare ingredients, or by ordinary foods taking on significance
because of the special occasions. Consider bento, which has plentiful instances of both scenarios: the former can be perfectly exemplified by ekiben, which is a bento with special local
ingredients that can be purchased in various railway stations. It is able to trigger both the local
and the traveler’s sweet memories related to the specific place. For home-made bento, seasonal
ingredients are always a significant feature in its preparation. As for bento consumed on special occasions, it gradually becomes an antiquarian theme of the older generation’s Japanese
childhood such as yusanbako, a traditional three-tiered box that was used to be taken as a lunch
box for leisure outing and mountain-climbing especially in Tokushima. In addition, jubako, the
New Year bento served in three-tiered lacquered boxes, contain foods such as chewy gomame, a
sweet and salty combination of dried sardine fries covered by a sweet glaze; inari-zushi, deepfried sweet tofu pockets filled with vinegar-flavored rice; kampyo (dried gourd strips) wrapped
in a maki-zushi (roll sushi) along with some datemaki, and sweetened egg rolls, made ahead of
3
New Year in order to relieve housewives from cooking during the holidays. The childhood represented in yusanbako and jubako is not the simply lived childhood; it is to some extent a manufactured childhood imagery aroused from the existing “bento” body rather than the past reality.
Even for people who have no childhood memory related to yusanbako or jubako, they can still
recall the sense of fantasy about the past. Although bento has its cultural delimitations, it nevertheless functions as a memory palace collecting lived or imagined experience and emotion.

2 The notion of “nostalgia” is “a yearning for a different time” “to visit time as space” is borrowed from Svetlana Boym’s The Future of Nostalgia, p. XV

3 There are different versions of Jubako. The one described in detail here is based on Binotsubo, episode 1.
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P1. Jubako				P2. yusanbako
By the same token, bento in popular culture also represents memories, especially those relating
to family affection or romance via bento preparation. In the popular cooking reality show “Bento
Expo” season 1 episode 2, the guest, a famous bento blogger Maki teaches the audience how to
make tamagoyaki, the Japanese omelet. During her presentation, she says, “the smell, the shape,
even the sounds of chopsticks beating the bowl will tell the kids their mom is cooking their
favorite tamagoyaki.” Tamagoyaki refers to not only the simple Japanese dish with a combination
of American style ketchup, green beans and rice covered by fried egg layer with Japanese sweet
and savory sauce tonkatsu, but also the childhood memory and feeling that includes the picture
of a mother cooking in the kitchen, busying around, the smell of familiar ingredients and the
special sound.
The same things happen both domestically and oversea: according to Bento Box in the Heartland: My Japanese Girlhood in Whitebread America, Linda, the author of this food memoir is a
second-generation Japanese American immigrant who remembers the first time she invited
her friend in high school to her home. To impress the little American guest, the author’s mom
made them tamagoyaki, which turned out to be a wonderful experience: “the cleaver went rattat-tat as a snare drum,” the unique combination of fried rice within omelet and the usage of
tonkatsu source instead of ketchup added on top, wrap up the exotic but familiar experience for
the author (Furiya, 2006, p.74). Through consuming homemade tamagoyaki and observing the
positive expression from her guest, Linda began to experience her sense of pride and belongingness to Japanese culture. In this case, bento’s symbolic meaning goes beyond the relation
between object and object and triggers people’s associative recall from a common object as
a representative of collective memory to a part of personal experience. It symbolizes a bridge
striding over the author’s American presence to her mother’s Japanese motherland past, arousing the nostalgic affection for the distant both temporally and spatially. How can the author be
homesick for a homeland that she never had? Svetlana Boym distinguishes restorative nostalgia, which dwells on nostos, attempting “a trans-historical reconstruction of the lost home” and
reflective nostalgia, prosperous based on algia, the sense of longing only (Boym, 2001, p. XVIII).
Linda has replaced her longing with belonging. The sense of reflective nostalgia is aroused from
tamagoyaki, creating a homecoming fantasy for her, even though she has never been back to
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Japan. The feeling of displacement from the diasporic Japanese people triggers the displaced
dream for Linda, where indeed, she chooses to live in instead of coming back to the absolute
true home.
The third meaning, “bento as commodity,” goes beyond the conventional boundary within
which bento is a culturally traditionalized signifier of intra-family consumption without circulation value as a commodity and becomes a commercial hit in Asian culture. Like Susan Stewart
suggested in On Longing, “the body itself can become a commodity” (Stewart, 1993, p. xiii)
which projects connotation of desirability. The bento, gradually evolving into a commodity of
daily consumption as an unseparated part of people’s life, is the footnote for Stewart’s illustration. People not only pay for the food itself, but also consume bento as something at the nexus
of the capitalist commodity, the standardized routine, and the appreciation for the aesthetic
cuteness. When we talk about commodity, there is nothing more significant than Marx theory:
establishing value is a complex process through the system of circulation erasing the marks of
the production process itself. Applying this idea to the bento, the most common commercial
version, the convenience store bento, has completely erased the boundary between the original setting of home-made meal and the assembly lines. Prepared bento displayed on shelves,
in other words, caters to the trend for meals consumed outside of family discourse and domestic context. The pursuit for “speediness,” “convenience,” “economy” and “cleanness” seduces
consumers to buy convenience store bento, which demands nothing but microwave heating
before eating, which can also be done without stepping out of the store. While this trend frees
the consumers from the ordering process in a restaurant, the highly gendered family division of
labor, and the social relations that come with sitting around the dinner table, and even the meal
routine and eating time pattern, does it mean that consumers have more freedom to choos
now? The answer is disappointing. If we decipher the convenience store bento, the limited
choices displayed on shelves consisting of even more limited permutation or combination of
ingredients highly constrains the possibility of meals. The commercial bento is “based on a least
common denominator, rather than on each person’s greatest preference” and “omits reference
to what the food itself contains” in order to tantalize consumers with its sheer abundance of
4
appearancefor consuming bento repeatedly to the utmost.

4 See Sidney W. Mintz’s Sweetness and Power, p. 201-03. Although his analysis mainly pays attention to
the relation between sugar and fast food industry, the phrases I quote here indicates the similarity between
“prepared and partially prepared food” in his evaluation and the convenience store bento in mine.
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P3. Bento in Convenience Store

Nostalgia: Displacement and Restoration
Just as in reverie, narrative is used to invent the symbolic, so by similar process travel writing
functions to miniaturize and interiorize those distance experiences which remain outside contemporary lived relations.
——Susan Stewart, On Longing
When Susan Stewart analyzes the function of the souvenir, she tends to see dual functions:
reinforce the past and discredit the present (Stewart, 1993, p.139). Bento is an ideal object for
people to project nostalgia, in which they reimburse for the past childhood imaginary through
this magical box, glosses over the imperfect present, and finally reaches the ideal wonderland
of the future. Bento preparation in Japan is the preparation of family love, as Girard found in
France, “repeated in time and space, rooted in the fabric of relationships to others and to one’s
self, marked by the ‘family saga’ and the history of each, bound to childhood memory just like
rhythms and seasons” (de Certeau et al. 1998: 157). Food, in this cultural context, is a reference
to home. The eagerness to return home remains unchanged, despite it always being unreachable at the present. Meanwhile, bento just becomes the referent of longing without belonging,
due to the absence of the past happiness and the present insatiability; in another words, it is
loss triggering the longing for a restoration of love and care, which as a result, turns into the
5
substitution of the displaced relationship for the authentic one under certain circumstances.

5 The definition of “authenticity” in relation is complicated. Here, it refers to the biological parents in nuclear family and the romantic relation that ends up in marriage.
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A great example of the sense of longing is one popular but controversial movie When They Knit
Seriously (Karera ga honki de amu toki wa) directed by Naoko Ogigami in 2017. When They Knit
Seriously’s international fame as well as its global popularity signals much more than a successful interpretation of a transgender narrative for the mainstream audience; rather, it challenges
the traditional family structure and opens up a discussion about motherhood.
What is a good mother? Who decides it? Following the bento’s appearance in different contexts,
such as convenient store rice ball or home-made bento for school or for picnic, the movie clearly
reveals that in modern Japanese culture, bento still performs as a significant referent of parental
care and family love. Bento serves as a sign in this movie not only for the themes, but also for
the situations.6 When the camera caught the first scene, a primary-school-age young girl slowly
eats a convenience store salmon rice ball with clam instant soup on the table; the trash bin at
her feet is full of the plastic wrappers for rice ball (2:19), which gives us a hint of the absence of
her parents, the lack of care or even the absence of family love. In 3:20 the woman’s appearance
with the mourning of “Kill me” suggests her having a hangover; in 6:00 a short note with money
left by the woman without further explanation later is revealed as a preface of running away
from home; in next shot, a man’s saying of “Not again” and his comments such as “Damn her” “So
irresponsible” “You poor thing to have a mother like her” sketch the contour of an irresponsible
mother for Tomo, the school-age girl. The absent mother pushes Tomo into exile and seeking for
a proper restorative home.
A second later, next scene reveals that the man is her uncle Makio, who brings her home and
takes care for her every time her mother has left. When they get home, Rinko, her uncle’s girlfriend, a transgendered nurse, taking care of Makio’s mother who suffered from dementia asks
about Tomo’s food preference for the first time in her life. Though Rinko responds to Tomo’s
answer of “sliced dried radish and clams in the soy sauce” to poke fun of her preference as “like
an old man,” Rinto still remembers her words and packed up those in a bento when later they
go out together for picnic (48:21). When Tomo goes back home to pack up her baggage, she
carries the Kayaraben (character bento), the lunch box decorated into cute animals or animation
characters, that Rinko made for her. A close shot captures the inside arrangement clearly: two
kitty rice balls decorated with seaweed, several chunks of tamagoyaki adding some yellow color
to the bento, a sausage cut into octopus, which is the most common decoration in Japanese
school bento, and a patty with ketchup, surrounded by lettuce and cherry tomatoes. Tomo’s
reaction of “wow” matches with the audiences’ feeling (22:00). Here, her carefully holding the
octopus-shaped sausage together with later her confession in the living room-the primary
domestic space of the family-“You put eyes on the sausages. I’d never seen such a cute bento. I
wanted to save it” conveys Tomo’s longing for care and somehow she displaces Rinko’s natural
maternity to fill in her desire for her own mother (22:31-25:51). The reality that saving the bento
for later enjoyment as a result just spoils it, is like an extending metaphor for daily routine, in
which every pieces of wonderful time or crystalized relationship is just like food, which cannot
be preserved forever and better be consumed before the “best before” date.
6 On the discussion related to foods’ sign function, see Mintz’s reference to Roland Barthes in p.210, “food is
also charged with signifying the situation in which it is used. It has a twofold value, being nutrition as well as
protocol``` food has a constant tendency to transform itself into situation.”
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P4. The bento Rinko makes for Tomo in When They Knit Seriously

What is nostalgic in When They Knit Seriously is not the reconstruction of the past but the restoration of maternity itself: it is the fairy-tale version of a transgendered modern family structure
revolted against the traditional notion of motherhood. Traced back to Tomo’s early childhood,
the absence of parents since then equips her with a stronger and more sensitive mind along
with her hunger for even a substitute of parenthood in her life. As Mulvey’s melancholy illustration of fetish, “the more the fetish exhibits itself, the more the presence of a traumatic past event
is signified” (Mulvey, 1996, p. xxvii). Behind such a traumatic childhood lurks a growing sense
of desire for parental love, which originates from its absence and loss.7 Hence, the absence of
authentic parenthood is displaced by the twisted one represented by Rinko and Makio, similar
to Freud’s poetic concept of “Screen Memory,” which serves as the defensive contiguity that
“shades the forgotten scene of private trauma or revelation” to deny the melancholic reality
and recall the well-furnished memory (Freud, 1953, p. 236). The “fake” maternal love from Rinko
especially substitutes the reality of absence, playing as a screen to protect Tomo from the tragic
childhood. The scene related to bento is one of several warm-colored shots in this realistic tone
movie; Ogigami successfully threads the signifiers of bento and knitting wool in the movie,
creating an imagistic sub-narrative to the story of leaving a warm, displaced home and return to
her irresponsible biological mother again as the closing scene.
7 More theoretical analysis of the relation between loss and desirability can be seen in Freud, p. 198-204,
“fetish is the fear of castration,” “is that part of the body substitutes and fulfills as the whole;” Mulvey, p. vii,
“the anxiety provoked by the maternal body perceived as castrated;” Stewart, p. 135 “this distance is not
simply experienced as a loss; it is also experienced as a surplus of signification,” p. 145 “Nostalgia cannot
be sustained without loss. For the nostalgic to reach his or her goal of closing the gap between resemblance
and identity, lived experience would have to take place, an erasure of the gap between sign and signified, an
experience which would cancel out the desire that is nostalgia’s reason for existence;” Boym, p.38, “nostalgic
longing was defined by loss of the original object of desire, and by the spatial and temporal displacement.”
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The notion of home continues to be questioned along the narration: for Tomo, home is not the
one shared with her mother who continuously abandons her, while the one with her uncle and
his girlfriend also cannot be treated as home since it’s more of a safe house in which she can
get healing but cannot stay forever. In the age of globalization and modernization, metaphoric,
literal, flexible, and imagined homes and homelands are repeatedly reimagined and reiterated
due to their porous definition. When Salman Rushdie concludes his lost Kansas, “the real secret
of red slippers is not that there is no place like home, but rather there is no longer such a place
as home; except of course, for the home we make, or the homes that are made for us, in Oz:
which is anywhere and everywhere, except the place from which we began” (Rushdie, 1996). It
is not just a fairy tale in the age of globalization: home is not here; home is not there; home is
nowhere meanwhile everywhere. As early as last century, Aihwa Ong has proposed the notion
of “Flexible Citizenship” to encounter the manufactured nation border and to face the fluidity of
people’s physical changes along with psychological transformation. From late twentieth century, millions of Japanese people were displaced from their birthplace, living in forced or voluntary diaspora. For the increasing number of diasporic groups all around the world, the object
of longing is no more the place called “homeland,” but the sense of intimacy with the world.
Nostalgia is no more a sharp desire to seek for the lost; it is a manufactured narrative that tricks
people into missing something they have not lost, something they even have never had. Hence,
when it comes to Arjun Appadurai’ definition of “ersatz nostalgia,” contrary to the Freud’s perspective to illustrate nostalgia/fetish as seeking for the substitution or the fear for lost, “ersatz
nostalgia” is defined as the nostalgia “without lived experience or collective historical memory”
(Appadurai, 1996, p.78).8
Turning back to Bento Box in the Heartland, Linda’s parents, as the first generation of Japanese
Americans who have experienced oversea displacement, treat Japanese home cooking as “the
only daily thread” to their culture which holds their belonging far more than sustenance. The
bento carried by Linda’s father full of Japanese cuisine performs as the “comforting familiarity”
that pacifies the everyday pressure and exotic challenges of living outside their own country.
“A simple bowl of perfectly steamed rice or ramen noodles in hot broth could do wonders in
keeping homesickness at bay, lift the blues deepened by the adjustment period of learning new
customs, and stir the appetite to eat” (Furiya, 2006, p.95).
Typical Japanese cuisine thus is seen as the substitution of the distant homeland and cultural
safe house, with its symbolic significance rooted deep in Linda’s parents’ mind. In the exotic
small Indiana farm community where Linda’s family settled down, keeping the Japanese meals
at home becomes a fulfillment for the unreachable homeland. While Linda herself at first does
8 he notion of “ersatz nostalgia” is borrow from Boym’s Future of Nostalgia p.38, in which she uses Appadurai’s concept to analyze the popular consumption of dinosaurs in Hollywood cinema since “their extinction is
a guarantee of commercial success; it allows for total restoration and global exportability” (Boym, 2001, p33).
Similar notion also can be seen in
Stewart’s On Longing p. 23, “Nostalgia is a sadness without an object, a sadness which creates a longing
that of necessity is inauthentic because it does not take part in lived experience. Rather, it remains behind
and before that experience.” Here I would like to use the same concept to redefine the “homeland” which for
the second-generation diasporic group it is a place they have never experienced or remembered, but triggers
nostalgia feelings as a recult.
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not comprehend her parents’ extreme dependence on Japanese cuisine, partly because the
certainty of her “authentic” Americanness during her early years. She over simplifies her identity since she is born in America and raised there, which creates her the pure American identity
contrary to the outsiders’ view as an Asian American.
Her Americanness is not challenged until entering the American elementary school. Linda starts
to question her Americanness and begins her lifelong searching for her Japaneseness since
then. Witnessing the American “bento” brought by her peers during lunch time and consumed
in campus cafés, she is eager to be involved in the lunch group as an important social event. As
for her American counterparts’ lunch box, it always contains peanut sandwiches with the crusts
cut off, tins of chocolate pudding and homemade chocolate cookies, or a cold hotdog and
applesauce like the everyday routine of Linda’s best friend Tracy Martin. Those typical American style bento performs as American language grammar, creating a certain aura of common
sense. However, when Linda finally persuades her mother to pack up a lunch box for her, the
traditional Japanese bento contains “three round rice balls wrapped in waxed paper” further
differs her from the mainstream American society (ibid, p.5). The bento her mother prepared for
her is a great reflection of Linda’s mixed identity: the unchangeable onigiri (rice balls) stands for
her undoubted Japanese stability,9 the chocolate cookie seems to represent the involvement
in American culture, and the apple illustrates her role as a “world citizen.” Although as an elementary student, Linda at that time probably might not contemplate the sign function of the
bento she carries every day. Without this self-consciousness, she decides to cover the Japanese
part of her bento. With the phobia to be identified as different from common American peers,
she ducks into the stall of girls’ restroom to consume the rice balls. Had her act ended with the
secret eating, the possible further interpretation of her nostalgic feeling would be hard to comprehend. Linda writes down her feeling as “empowering and primal, rather than diminishing”
and “if I left one grain uneaten, something inside me would shrivel up and die” (ibid, p.10). The
onigiri she digests in the restroom is not symbol but a diasporic souvenir, which forms the social
framework of memory as the exiles. The border crossing process as a physical barrier, for which
Linda herself has never experienced as her parents had done, transforming into the cultural
border which can never be conquered. Onigiri plays the role of transitional object that reflects
her multiple belonging in this context.
Ironically, Linda’s reconciliation with Japanese cuisine comes along with her questioning about
her own identity. It turns out that the restoration of the Japanese identity coincides with her
acceptance of the Japanese bento. What the bento is restored to is not an “authentic” Japanese
cuisine rooted in the cultural background, but the Japanese origin prosperously popped up in
Linda’s imagination. Compared with her parents’ Japanese childhood memory, Linda does not
have any substantial connection with Japan in her life. Her Japanese identity is derived from her
Asian appearance and people’s doubts about her Americanness, which she has tried her best
9 In the original text in Furiya’s book, p.10, “my teeth ripped through the crunchy seaweed wrapping, through
the salty rice, to the surprise center, a buttery chunck of salmon placed precisely in the middle of the rice and
seaweed ball. The
other rice balls had centers of pickled plum and silky kelp.” These two flavors are represented as the typical
onigiri carried by children, which stands for the Japan’s national flag by some scholars’ interpretation.
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to avoid. Hence, when she realizes that her “unhappiness was rooted in not knowing where I
belonged,” she begins her lifelong journey seeking for her identity (ibid, p.173). Borrowing the
term “diasporic intimacy” from Boym, which refers to the paradoxical sense of intimacy in diasporic groups, Linda’s “unhappiness” is the shared unhappiness of the diasporic society, “rooted
in the suspicion of single home, in shared longing without belonging” (Boym, 2001, p.252). It is
hard to say that Linda has gained the Japanese identity via her acknowledgement of Japanese
cuisine, but what is obvious is the cultural intimacy between Linda and Japanese culture.
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RARE-EARTH ELEMENTS, THE US, AND CHINA

AU T H O R : M I C H A E L J O S E P H S AU E R , U N I V E R S I T Y O F W I S CO N S I N - M A D I S O N ‘ 21
| E D I TO R S : Y I F E I WA N G , I S A B E L G A R F I N K E L
Rare-earth elements (REEs) are a collection of seventeen versatile elements from the periodic table that comprise1 the vital components in electronics, high-performance magnets, fiber optics,
lasers, and medical imaging. Their reach touches nearly all technological innovation, but most
importantly, they are the lifeblood for chief American military defense systems.
From communication technology to guidance and control systems, the U.S. is exceptionally
reliant on the incessant supply of REEs. They’re found within a multitude of archetypal military
arrangements, but their influence extends to highly advanced weaponry.2 The military’s crown
jewel of the skies, the F-35 fighter jet, was developed with Chinese-supplied REEs in the production of permanent magnets, among other parts built into the fighter.3 Today, the U.S. remains
profoundly import-reliant on these indispensable resources for national security.4
How did we get here? From 1965 to 1980, the United States relished in the security provided
by its robust domestic production of rare-earth elements.5 But in the ensuing decades, U.S.
dominance spectacularly collapsed. Under the direction of Deng Xiaoping, the Chinese armed
themselves with the ambition and industrial capacity to undermine the United States via Program 863.6 They flooded global markets with excess supply and subsidized domestic output,
throttling foreign competition until their untimely capitulation.7
With time, China obtained near monopoly-status: control over 97 percent of the world’s rare-earth production.8 Beginning in 2010, China first weaponized REEs over a geopolitical dispute
with Japan. 9 Global supply constricted under the imposition of export quotas, causing prices to
skyrocket worldwide.
In the second half of 2018, China again sabotaged global supply chains by slashing domestic
production of REEs 36 percent, down to 45 thousand tonnes.10 This flagrant rendition of 2010
suggests that China holds in contempt global rules of commerce. In response, the U.S. must
ameliorate its relationship with REEs by accelerating policies to assert independence from Chinese materiel.
First, the United States should nationalize the Mountain Pass mine in California.11 By nationalizing Mountain Pass, the U.S. would reaffirm the sanctity of the supply chain and dispel preceding
policy stipulating that a purely hands-off approach will win the day. Leveraging government to
enhance national security is no vice. Understanding this basic truth will signal nonconformity to
the current humiliating reality.
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Next, the federal government must plow more resources into research and development alongside industry to strengthen the supply chain.12 The public-private partnership can research
alternative inputs to substitute in lieu of REEs. These critical investments could contrive novel
solutions and rapidly wean the U.S. off Chinese supply.
Lastly, the U.S. should leverage the full power of its global alliances to diversify the supply of
REEs. The coalition could safeguard international markets from disruption and reposition the
U.S. in the rare-earths industry. Policymakers must be cognizant to avoid aligning with nations dependent upon China for procurement, which could negate gains from spearheading
cooperation.
All said, there are a host of stratagems for the United States to implement. Deliberate energy to
reconstruct the supply chain away from China is woefully overdue. And it must happen – now.
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A girl stands at the centre of the scene, frowning, pouting, and touching the ends of her braids.
Several men surround her, gazing at her with subtle smiles. The girl’s thin lips open, and her
mellifluous yet desolate voice travels through the room. As her voice rises, the lyrics construct in
the audience’s minds the image of a poor, helpless girl driven away from her homeland by the
Japanese invasion.
The above paragraph describes a famous scene in the 1937 film Street Angel starring Zhou
Xuan, who was one of the most famous singer-actresses in China from the 1930s to the 1950s.
Scenes of women singing at the centre position were typical in Chinese films of this time. In the
period of transition from the silent to the sound film era (from the late 1920s to the 1930s), a
large group of female singers began to star in films. Their foray into cinema was a major success.
These women were so popular that they almost outshone their male counterparts. In addition
to dominating the musical and cinematic fields, female singers became a vehicle of Chinese
national discourse and collective memory.
Why was the female voice chosen as the connecting point in films and music? Why and how did
the female voice become the musical expression of national sentiment? How was the female
voice further promoted as a metaphor in the sound film era? The current paper uses Zhou Xuan’s masterpiece Street Angel (1937) to examine how the female voice and body were interwoven with national discourse and memory in 1930s pre-war Shanghai.
Synchronized Sound Technology and the Female Voice and Body
In 1931, the first wax-plate-produced sound film Sing-Song Girl Red Peony (Genv Hongmudan
歌女红牡丹) was released and soon became a major hit. This sound film was Chinese filmmakers’ first successful attempt at combining sound and image since the introduction of sound
projection in 1929; it marked the beginning of the Chinese sound film era. Two noticeable
characteristics of early sound films were that songs had a privileged position over stories and
that women’s voices dominated performances. Despite the emergence of synchronized sound
technology, most films produced in the country were still partial-sound films until Zhou Xuan’s
Street Angel became a milestone of mature Chinese sound filmmaking in 1937.
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The framework of Street Angel is particularly suitable for musical performances and expression.
The film depicts the lives of a group of young people of low social status in 1930s Shanghai:
trumpet player Xiao Chen (Chen Shaoping), teahouse singer Xiao Hong, prostitute Xiao Yun,
newspaper hawker Lao Wang, a barber, and other characters. The hero Xiao Chen and the heroine Xiao Hong fall in love. However, Gu Chenglong, the head of the local gangsters, conspires
with the teahouse owner to possess Xiao Hong despite her strong resistance. While helping the
lovers escape, Xiao Hong’s female friend Xiao Yun is stabbed to death.
The film includes three classical song scenes, the first of which is described at the beginning of
this paper. In this scene, the teahouse owner forces Xiao Hong to sing “Four Seasons Song” (Siji
Ge 四季歌) for male customers and endure their lustful gazes.
At the beginning of the scene, the camera presents the teahouse. Near the centre, Xiao Hong
stands surrounded by a group of male customers. On the left side, Gu Chenglong touches Xiao
Hong’s braids flirtatiously and smiles erotically. As Xiao Hong begins singing, the camera zooms
in with a long shot to create a close-up of her facial expression and gestures: she lowers her
head, frowns, pouts, and touches her braids. This long close-up of the singer also includes a man
in the lower right corner who turns his head and gazes at Xiao Hong for a long time (Figure 1).

Figure 1 A Man in the Lower Right Corner Gazes at Xiao Hong

As Xiao Hong’s sweet voice flows around the teahouse, the camera shifts from her face to those
of other male customers. Gu Chenglong fixes his eyes on Xiao Hong and smiles more deeply
while the man beside Gu first looks at Gu and then turns to gaze at Xiao Hong (Figure2). Until
the song ends, the shots shift constantly between the male clients, the innocent girl, and images of her difficult past.
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Figure 2 Gu Chenglong Gazes at Xiaohong With an Erotic Smile

The camera also deliberately focuses on the female singer’s image, including her pale oval face,
long and dark braided hair, red-spotted shawl, chubby and cute hands, and the small white
handkerchief she holds (Figure 1). All of these features symbolise the girl’s youth and innocence.
The more girlish the songstress is, the more her image meets the audience’s expectations of a
stylised girl.
The shifting pattern of the camerawork illustrates how the songstress’s voice and body converge to reduce her to an object of the men’s watching and listening. In this scene, men experience pleasure by gazing at Xiao Hong as an erotic object; they become active spectators and
listeners. The woman passively assumes the exhibitionist role with her appearance and voice
coded for the men’s strong erotic desire. The subjective camera takes on the point of view of the
men who gaze at the woman to satisfy their erotic imagination and sexual desire.
More importantly, the female voice and body also stimulate the audience’s erotic desire. The fast
shift between shots eliminates the camera’s existence and leaves almost no time for audiences to think. Audiences then enter a relatively static temporal space and temporarily lose their
self-identity. To reaffirm their identity, audiences must rely on the male characters, from whose
point of view most scenes are taken. Audience members have no choice but to follow and
accept what the film tells them to avoid omitting any detail. In this way, they come to strongly
identify with the male characters on screen. The quickly shifting pattern of the film confuses the
audience and causes them to imagine themselves as the characters. When listening to the song,
audience members are actually gazing at the woman through the camera lens and (consciously
or unconsciously) imagining themselves as the men in the film.
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It must be noted that the audience’s gaze on the woman is more secret than overt. The darkness of cinema and the separated seats create a relatively private space for each individual. This
space imitates an ideal condition for the audience’s voyeuristic illusion. While watching and
listening, (male) audience members actually experience subtle pleasure through their conscious
or subconscious voyeurism. This kind of male voyeuristic pleasure is what Laura Mulvey calls
“the scopophilic instinct” in her Visual Pleasure and Narrative Pleasure (843). According to Mulvey, in the patriarchal order, the pattern which makes “the image of woman as (passive) raw material for the active gaze of man” became “the favourite cinematic form” of narrative film (843).
Based on all the analyses presented above, it can be concluded that the female singer ultimately
becomes the eroticized visual and acoustic object of not only the male characters in the film
but also audiences following the soundtrack and lens. The female voice is not only a musical
element but also an indispensable erotic element entwined with men’s visual pleasure. As a
result, the songstress’s performance contains discourses of gender, sexuality, fetishization, and
patriarchal order. The acts of listening and looking are reserved for men only, which involve
desires and sadistic control. However, the performance and obedience are coded as feminine.
This pattern establishes the connection between the female voice and body on the one hand
and the male gaze and ear on the other. As the film demonstrates, Xiao Hong’s voice and body
are entrapped in a net of male gazes as well as a commercial exchange between the gangster
and the teahouse owner, who acts as her adoptive father. The result is that the female singer is
ultimately reduced to an object of visual and auditory consumption.
Similarly, in the second song scene, men both inside and outside of the film listen to and gaze
upon Xiao Hong. In this scene, Xiao Chen and Xiao Hong stand by the windows of each other’s houses and perform together; the former plays an instrument while the latter sings “The
Wandering Songstress” (Tianya Genv 天涯歌女). In this scene, the camera moves as Xiao Hong
moves. When she comes to the window and feeds the bird, the camera zooms to create a closeup of the actress. However, the film only includes a few short shots of Xiao Chen, who moves
very little. It is also notable that the male protagonist always looks at Xiao Hong with a smile,
while she only glances at him and then focuses on her own tasks, such as sewing clothes and
feeding the bird. As Xiao Chen looks at Xiao Hong through his window, the audience simultaneously gazes at the songstress from the man’s point of view. The windows in the scene imitate
the screen, further eliminating the camera’s existence and reinforcing audiences’ sense of a real
voyeuristic gaze.
Similar to the first scene, the second scene portraying the two characters’ reciprocal performance also demonstrates the double gaze and listening of both the characters and the audience. An analysis of the two song scenes reveals that the songstress’s performance starts the
scene and later attracts the male characters’ gazes. Both the male gaze of Laura Mulvey’s theory
and the male listening effectively reduce the female singers to an erotic object. Therefore, when
analysing the female singer’s image and function, the music should be given greater consideration. However, it should be noted that music does not completely rely on visual images;
instead, it can take on a narrative function, which further establishes the singer as a national allegory.
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Songs, Narration, and the National Discourse
Prior to the sound film era, theatre was the main source of audiences’ entertainment. In traditional operas, performers occupy the centre position and spend more time singing than speaking; only after the singing ends can the story resume. Despite the incompatibility of music and
story, opera performers had already started incorporating music into narration. For instance,
some fight scenes featured spontaneous singing, and dialogues was occasionally inserted into
songs. These characteristics, including the prioritization of singing and the attempt to combine
music and narration, became the legacy of opera. In the early sound film era, songs and narration were still largely incompatible. For instance, films such as Sing-Song Girl Red Peony (1931),
Two Stars in the Milky Way (Yinhan Shuangxing银汉双星1931), and Poetry Written on the
Banana Leaf (Bajiao Yeshang Shi 芭蕉叶上诗 1932) devote a significant amount of time to solo
singing performances that interrupt the plot.
In Street Angel, songs and narration are no longer mutually exclusive presentational modes.
Instead, the two modes are closely connected by the songstress acting as the centre point. For
example, in the second song scene, Xiao Chen first whistles to Xiao Hong when she is feeding
the bird and starts to play his instrument. Xiao Hong then responds to him enthusiastically. In
this manner, the storytelling naturally transitions to a musical performance. While Xiao Hong
sings, she and Xiao Chen are still able to move, accomplish tasks, and express their love to each
other. This mechanism blurs the boundaries between songs and narration while also endowing
the songstress’s voice with a greater narrative function.
This enhanced narrative function enables the female voice to open new narrative spaces. Her
voice can introduce stories and images that are irrelevant to the primary narration. In the first
song scene, Xiao Hong’s performance is spontaneously accompanied by images of her past
experiences that correspond with the lyrics. For instance, when she sings “When the green of
spring comes and occupies the window, the girl is sewing the mandarin duck (春季到来绿满
窗，大姑娘窗下绣鸳鸯)”, the image displayed is a girl sewing by a window. When she later
sings “Suddenly the merciless rod of fate falls down, and breaks up the affectionate couples (忽
然一阵无情棒，打得鸳鸯各一旁)”, the image presented is one of falling bombs and shellfire
outside a window. The subsequent images illustrate how the girl was displaced due to Japan’s
inhumane invasion of China. This shifting of images in the montage open a virtual space that
makes a stark comparison between the girl’s powerlessness and the brutal war.
The girl’s powerlessness to control her fate becomes more obvious in the final song scene, in
which the couple has a fierce quarrel because of misunderstandings. Xiao Chen angrily visits the
teahouse and pays money to “buy” a song from Xiao Hong. Offended and humiliated, Xiao Hong
is forced to sing “The Wandering Songstress” for a second time. In contrast to the romantic tone
of the second scene, the songstress’s voice becomes more desolate in her third performance.
The shot pans slowly as she walks down the stairs and then zooms in on her. When she starts
singing, the camera gradually comes closer to the songstress and finally freezes on the image
of her face with tears falling down her cheeks. In addition, images constantly shift between past
scenes that depict the couple still in love and the present. The past romance serves as a foil to
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the present sorrow. In the this scene, the discourses of commercial exchange (between Xiao
Chen’s payment and Xiao Hong’s singing service), male domination, and women’s lack of autonomy are all incorporated into the songstress’s heartbroken singing.
The lyrics and visual images help to endow the female voice with a stronger narrative function.
On the surface, the increased narrative function depicts the songstress’s past experiences and
her fate. On a deeper level, the woman’s voice is a national allegory. In the film, the songstress is
a poor, powerless victim of history and male domination. This typical image of a woman resonated with the situation in the 1930s, when Japanese military forces invaded China, especially
Shanghai, and caused a mass exodus. The insecurity and turbulence of the situation generated
panic and anxiety nationwide. In the film, the girl’s powerlessness resonates with the nation’s
lack of autonomy, and the male protagonist’s coercive force echoes Japanese violence. Xiao
Hong is an emblem of the nation’s miserable experience and the cement connecting people.
She is also a vehicle for the discourse on the national struggle against foreign invasion.
To further reinforce the singer’s image, the film dramatizes the woman’s tragedy with elements
of violence and suffering. The violence reaches the climax at the end of the film when Xiao
Hong’s friend Xiao Yun has a forceful physical conflict with the teahouse owner and is stabbed
to death. A long close-up shot is devoted to the dying woman, who grasps her chest, spits
blood, and moans. Xiao Yun’s death is an extreme example of women’s suffering in the film. Both
Xiao Hong and Xiao Yun clearly suffer mentally and physically as a result of their miserable pasts
and men’s coercive forces. Physical as well as mental punishment established women as victims
of violence and suffering. In Crime or Punishment? On the Forensic Discourse of Modern Chinese
Literature (edited by Wen-hsin Yeh, 275-312), David Wang explains that the narration of violence
and punishment of women is common in modern Chinese literature. Such a narrative pattern
is also present in films: bloody plots and both physical and mental punishment are imposed on
women. Greater suffering has a larger impact on audiences and strengthens women’s function
in the discourse on the national struggle. In this way, the female body and voice are appropriated and instrumentalized to support the national allegory.
A significant point is that the singer’s role as the vehicle of national discourse is determined not
by visual images but by her voice’s independent narrative function. The vivid lyrics can produce
images in audiences’ minds even without the help of actual pictures. These lyrics contain elements that have visual effects, such as mandarin ducks (a typical metaphor for loving couples in
Chinese allegory), willow branches, an innocent girl, the Changjiang River, and other elements.
When listening to the lyrics, audiences can easily associate with these elements with real items.
The pictures do not take the privileged position; they simply supplement the lyrics’ description
to assist in audiences’ association and imagination.
The desolate quality of the female voice is also common in both earlier and later sound films.
In films, female singers often appear as victims of society; their plaintive, sorrowful, and desolate voices linger in audiences’ minds, reinforcing the emotions conveyed. Ultimately, such
desolate voices are transformed into a political analogue for the beleaguered China and an
emblem of the subaltern’s resistance. Irving Rein calls this effect “the subliminal persuasiveness
of song” (17).
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From the perspectives of the lyrical expression and the quality of the singing, it can be concluded that the female voice has a narrative function independent from that of visual images. Songs
are not merely complementary to visual images; instead, they can function independently in
constructing an image of the songstress as a disempowered victim and procuring audiences’
sympathy and recognition. With this in mind, it can be said that songs (the female voice) have
more significant visual and narrative functions than verbal communication (like speaking). What
is also noticeable is that the songstress alone, without the help of other characters, uses songs
to further the narrative. In other words, singing performances are gendered, and the female
voice is placed in the central position.
The central position of the female voice further establishes the songstress as a collective memory. As has mentioned earlier, the boom in records, radios, and radio stations made it possible
for the female voice to reach a significantly wider audience. In 1930s Shanghai, people could
hear songs on records players or radio stations almost everywhere, and the ubiquitous female
voice pervaded people’s daily lives. Each time the voice is played, audiences’ impression of the
female singer is reactivated. As the voice recurs again and again, audiences construct a fixed
connection between the female singer, her image, and the national discourse contained in her
voice. In this way, the female voice eventually comes to embody strong implications for society, representing an era, a loss, and the nation’s collective memory. Every time “The Wandering
Songstress” and “Four Seasons Song” are played, audiences recall Xiao Hong’s pitiful image, the
Japanese invasion, and the nation’s turbulent history. As a result, Zhou Xuan is established as a
sort of cultural imagination. The female voice ultimately becomes a permanent and collective
historical memory of Chinese people’s displacement, suffering, and struggle.
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C H I N A : A N E CO LO G I C A L C I V I L I Z AT I O N ?

AU T H O R : WA N G Y I N G H E , D U K E K U N S H A N U N I V E R S I T Y ‘ 22, | E D I TO R S :
C I N DY WA N G
In order for China to achieve its ambitious goal of ecological civilization, which is a transformation to sustainable industries and development as well as “worldview, values, and lifestyle”
(Wang, He, Fan, 2014), political reform which targets supporting and empowering environmental non-governmental organizations (ENGO) is of great importance. Policies recommendations
regarding the reform may include loosening regulations on ENGOs, granting them with more
legal power, and offering funds for the ones which have made great contributions.
NGOs are one of the most important non-state actors that play a critical part in promoting
citizen participation. During Mao’s governance, a key factor resulting in serious environmental
degradation was his authoritarianism (Shapiro 2001), which manifested as the absence of civil
society constituents including ENGOs. In other words, a higher level of democratic participation might have resisted Mao’s harmful environmental policies, such as killing sparrows as part
of the “Four Pests” campaign and aggressive deforestation. Local scrutinization through media
exposure is one of the few ways of democratic representation allowed under China Communist
Party’s tight control, and ENGOs have played an important role in expressing public opinions,
making monitory democracy better serve for ecological civilization (Miller 2013). For example,
the Guard of Huai River in Zhoukou in Henan province visited the sites affected by environmental pollution and broadcasted them by media, raising social concerns as well as attaining the
government’s attention (Johnson 2010).
Regulations of ENGOs should be loosened to encourage a larger scope of registrations. It is
required by the current policy that NGOs register with the departments of civil affairs and also
find a professional supervisory unit (PSU), which has deprived NGOs of their independence and
presents a large obstacle in getting registered. According to a recent study on Chinese NGOs,
32 out of the 60 organizations failed to register because they were unable to find an appropriate
PSU (“A Report on the Policy Environment for Chinese NGOs” n.d.). In order to enhance ecological development, ENGOs which can potentially benefit environment ought to be registered
without unnecessary obstacles.
For existing ENGOs, they deserve less censorship and restrictions, as well as more favorable
policies and financial support. Currently they remain highly constrained by the state as they
become increasingly influential and pose threats to government policies (Jia 2007). There have
also been constant censoring efforts on sensitive environmental conversations which may
harm the government’s image (Lorentzen 2014). These control from the government heavily
interferes with the bottom-up structure of democracy, without which the will of the people
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cannot be well represented. The ENGOs need enough space to remain flexible and make their
own decisions, and what the government should offer is not repression but support. To take
a case in point, in 2007, Chinese government established a series of institutes for information
disclosure, which enabled NGOs to call out polluting corporations directly and boycott their
products, forcing the companies to face their social responsibility in environmental protection
(Aikawa 2017). The government may also offer more funding or rewards for ENGOs that have
made immense contributions, stimulating more people to take actions in improving ecological
development.
Conclusively, a well-developed civil society is the premise of an ecological civilization. Further
supporting and empowering ENGOs can mobilize the masses to take actions and complement
the government, leading China into building a more comprehensive check-and-balance mechanism with regards to environmental policy-making system, and hence, to ecological civilization.
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